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Chairman Belter: We will open the hearing on HB 1317. 

Todd Kranda, Kelsch Law Firm I appear before you today as a lobbyist for the Charitable 

Gaming Association of North Dakota. (Testimony 1 ), includes list of Charitable Gaming 

- Association of North Dakota Membership, a history of gaming, a summary of 

contributions from gaming, and proposed amendments. I also received an e-mail from 

Rick Stenseth, Gaming Manager, NPPA, Team Makers Club, (Testimony 2). The one 

item I would like to bring your attention to in Mr. Stenseth's testimony, which I think is very 

telling of the industry, would be his fourth paragraph, beginning with this tax rate of 4.5%. He 

goes on to explain how this actual rate for the gaming industry is 23% of what the industry 

would pay before any of their expenses. This tax is extremely heavy and burdensome to this 

industry. Even though it seems like a 4.5% tax isn't a tremendous sum, it certainly has a 

tremendous effect when you look at how it is taxed on gross revenue, gross dollars-23% 

even before they pay any expenses. I will leave the rest of that information for you to read 

through on how he comes up with that calculation, but I think that is fairly significant. Mr. 

~-Chairman, that concludes my remarks and I would be happy to try to answer any questions, 
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but you do have others here who are in the industry and might be able to give you better 

examples if there is anything specific. 

Representative Weiler: Mr. Chairman, do we have a fiscal note on this? 

Chairman Belter: It is $13 million. 

Representative Kelsh: Can you tell me what is happening with the level of gaming activity 

statewide? Is it up? Down? 

Todd Kranda: I think the overall activity has certainly decreased. I think obviously the 

economy has affected this and there are a lot of factors that some of the witnesses will talk 

about like the different expenses that have continuously gone up for the industry. Also the 

lottery is another competitor for gaming dollars. I think the industry provided $21 million this 

past biennium in taxes of all forms that have a separate gaming tax on top of this excise tax. 

- know Mr. Lauer was going to be here; but because the hearing ran late, he had a couple of 

other bills. He has the figures. Technically I think it has gone down. The competition exists 

and you still always have the tribal gaming entities that have the unlimited caps and table 

wagers and different games that are available to them that draw dollars away. Some of the 

witnesses may be able to give their specific experience. It is somewhat dire. You heard last 

session about how some of the bingo parlors were talking about closing. I think we have lost 

several entities to gaming. This affects everyone. This goes to the small rural locations where 

they are funding whatever the fire hall may need or the cub scouts or the legion program. This 

is across the board to all gaming so we would appreciate any support. 

Representative Weiler: Could you just briefly state what kind of tax is at the casinos on the 

reservations? Is it a similar tax? 

- Todd Kranda: The state isn't collecting any tax from the tribal gaming. They are completely 

separate. Any dollars that go there are kept completely with the tribes. 
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Representative Froseth: This fiscal note is $13 million. Some of the tax on gaming is 

dedicated to certain purposes like gambling addictions and so forth. Do you have a 

breakdown? I think the rest goes in the general fund. Does anybody know where that $13 

million goes? 

Todd Kranda: I don't. Keith Lauer might have been able to give additional numbers. He was 

talking down the hallway before he went to the other committee hearing. I don't have those 

numbers and I am not sure anyone here has those specifically. I know that some of the 

gaming addiction monies come from the charitable uses so on the printout you will see some 

of it. Some of the tax revenues do go towards that. The major benefactor is the state. I 

thought there was a bill last session or a session ago that when the lottery came in, there was 

a different ratio that went into that. 

- Karen A. Breiner, President of the Charitable Gaming Association of North Dakota: 

(Testimony 3). 

Representative Froseth: How much does gaming return to the community? Is it 5%? 

Karen A. Breiner: If you look at the first report ending June 30, 2008, the eligible use 

contribution number on the bottom of the page is the number that goes back to the charities to 

use for eligible uses or their programming or $17,515,919. The tax that we are talking about is 

just the excise tax, not the gaming tax. They are two different taxes. 

Mark Henze, CFO, Plains Art Museum: (Testimony 4). 

Chairman Belter: Going back here, you state that you pay 28% of your net income before 

taxes and in the testimony from Mr. Stenseth, it says our industry pays over 23% of what we 

make before we pay any expenses. 

- Mark Henze: Additional operating expenses are included from our operating P&L profit and 

loss statements that are excluded from our report. 
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Deb Vaugen, ARC Upper Valley: I am here in support of HB 1317. I think our past speakers 

have given you some overall numbers I agree with. I think what I want to do here is give you 

some real numbers from my organization over the past couple of quarters to give you an idea 

of how this is affecting us and how serious it is. First of all, I want you to understand that I 

have been in and out of 20 locations in the past four years. I want to break down for you what 

one single one to two-table site costs a quarter to run. When I start out, I start with the hours 

of operation, which commonly is late afternoon to closing. That means I have a certain 

number of hours of labor; I have to pay rent to the bar, and I have to buy pull tabs and 

supplies. That cost is approximately $15,000. I can break that down for you if you need me to. 

Armed with this information and based on all of the data that we have collected over the 

course of being in gaming for 25 years, today a site needs to profit at least $30,000 not to 

- exceed the guidelines. Let's just say that $15,000 comes from blackjack and $15,000 comes 

from a pull tab jar. Of course, the bar wants a $25 maximum on the blackjack tables so that 

means that if everything goes the way it is supposed to, you will earn $.15 for every dollar that 

is wagered on that blackjack table. That means you have to have $100,000 wagered on that 

table in three months in order to make $15,000. In the pull tab jar, you need at least $75,000 

to make that $15,000. The outcome is $30,000 minus $15,000 (inaudible), $4,600 for taxes, 

leaving a profit of $10,500. That's not a lot of money, but it is profit and we did not exceed any 

guidelines or expenses did not go over the allowable amount. This only included the onsite 

labor, rent and pull tabs. This does not include bookkeepers, auditors, licenses, insurance or 

any indiscretions like equipment failures you might have, so on and so forth. When I look back 

over the 20 sites in all the quarters, not very many of them pulled in $30,000. This last quarter, 

-one of my best sites only made $23,000. $154,000 walked in the door; they held 14% on the 

blackjack table, they were at a 99% of accuracy; both tables were open every night and they 
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• were busy. You can't ask for much more than that. It has been a year or so since $200,000 

has walked in that door. Last quarter collectively, between all of my sites, we sent the state a 

check for $8,200 for taxes. We had $5,900 left over after the expenses and I am still reporting 

that I have contributed $18,000, which comes from other sources. I was glad that we were in 

the black last quarter. The quarter before that I lost $1,600 and yet the state still got my $100. 

I have trimmed the excesses out of my locations; my employees have taken pay cuts; I have 

taken a pay cut; we have a part-time bookkeeper and a part-time auditor; I even have one 

volunteer but we cross our fingers every quarter and hope that nothing breaks, checks don't 

bounce and more dollars walk through the door instead of less. We have nowhere else to turn 

except to you. We are charities and the programs we support need us. The bottom line is that 

if we cannot stay in the black, we cannot stay in business. 

- Chairman Belter: Are there any questions? Further testimony in support of 1317? Any 

opposition to 1317? 

Jerry Hjelmstad, ND League of Cities: I just wanted to point out on page 2 of the bill for the 

committee's information that the fees under these taxes go into what is called the gaming and 

excise tax allocation fund. These are distributed back to cities and counties where the gaming 

facilities are located, the cities and counties that do the site authorizations for these activities. 

According to the fiscal note here, you will notice there is an impact on cities and counties. Last 

biennium there was $617,000 distributed back to cities and counties from these activities. This 

would reduce that down to $240,000 so a $377,000 loss. We have been talking about property 

taxes earlier today and this would be another impact-money that would have to be replaced 

by those cities and counties if this bill were to pass. 
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Representative Pinkerton: If these gaming operations just go out of business, then you 

would have to replace the entire amount of $617,000 because if they quit operating, you won't 

have any money at all from them. Is that correct? 

Jerry Hjelmstad: That is correct. If that were to be the case, we would not have those funds. 

Chairman Belter: Any other testimony in opposition to 1317? Any neutral testimony? If not, 

we will close the hearing on HB 1317 . 
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Chairman Belter: What are your wishes on HB 1317? Have you got amendments? 

Representative Weiler: If we're not going to act on it, I won't pass them out. 

Chairman Belter: I guess I was going to express my own opinion. It seems to me like we are 

going to have to lower the tax again so you can pass your amendments out. I don't know if 

- anybody else has ideas on what we should do. 

Representative Weiler: They came to me, Mr. Chairman. Basically they're taking the 4½% 

down to 3%. I don't know what that will run in money. They are obviously asking for a lesser 

excise tax. 

Representative Headland: Is that on both pull tabs and bingo cards? 

Representative Weiler: Yes, both pull tabs and bingo cards. 

Representative Drovdal: You are taking 1 ½% off or a third off so it reduces the fiscal note 

by two thirds from 4½ to 3%. The fiscal note would be a third of what it is now, just divide it by 

three. 

Chairman Belter: Do you want to move your amendments and then we will have our intern 

Jonathan get a new fiscal note before we act on it. We have a motion from Representative 

- Weiler to approve the amendments. 
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Representative Headland: I was emailed by a person who attended the hearing and heard 

the discussion and how they are actually taxed relative to the pull tabs. There is an 80% 

payback and they are taxed on 100% so from the $20 out of every $100, they have left to pay 

the 4½% and 2% in tax, and then their operations have to come out of the rest. The thought 

was that maybe cutting their tax down to 2% and leaving the bingo card tax at ½% might be a 

way to at least alleviate some of the pain on the operations budget without having such an 

impact on our budget. Again I don't have any idea what the fiscal note would be. 

Chairman Belter: Representative Weiler, who brought these amendments to you? 

Representative Weiler: Tom Kranda from the Kelsch law firm (Attachment 1). Basically the 

bill asks for complete removal of the tax which is at 4½% now. Now they are coming back and 

saying they will pay 3%. I think they realize the fiscal note is pretty damaging, given our 

financial situation. 

- Chairman Belter: My recommendation to the committee is that when an organization asking 

for the cut comes back and offers you something, take it. Apparently they sat down and said 

that they can live with this for the next two years. It is kind of like when corn gets to $6, sell ii. 

Representative Weiler: I did tell Todd Kranda that I would allow these amendments to be 

seen and voted upon, but I told him I didn't know if I could support the bill. 

Representative Wrangham: I am familiar with the way gaming is taxed and it really is 

unbelievable. Basically, what happens is they buy a box of pulltabs, they pay tax on the 

material by paying sales tax when they buy them; then when they sell them, they pay tax on 

every dollar they take in. If this box has $100 in ii, they are giving $80 back to the winners, but 

they are paying tax on the whole $100. What is the actual tax rate? 

Businesses don't do that. The consumer pays the tax-it's a sales tax. Down the line, they 

-had $100; they give back $80 and have $20. They pay tax on the $100. Then they get 
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charged a gaming tax on top of that so they are taxed three times on the box of tickets. One of 

the taxes is on the $100. I can certainly support the tax at 3%. 

Chairman Belter: We have a second from Representative Brandenburg. Any more 

discussion? If not, all those in favor of the amendment, signify by saying aye. The motion 

passed. As long as we are all on the same page here, I will ask for a motion on the bill and I 

will have Rita hold it until we get a fiscal note before we send it to the floor. If committee 

members don't like the fiscal note, we can reconsider our action. I have a motion for a 

"do pass as amended" from Representative Pinkerton and a second from 

Representative Kelsh. Is there any discussion? If not, will the clerk read the roll for a "do 

pass as amended on HB 1317. A roll call vote resulted in 12 yeas, 1 nay, and 0 

absent/not voting. Hold for fiscal note. Representative Pinkerton will carry the bill. 

Rerefer to appropriations. 
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Amendment to: Engrossed 
HB 1317 

1A State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to 
fundina levels and annronriations anticinated under current law. 

2007-2009 Biennium 2009-2011 Biennium 2011-2013 Biennium 
General Other Funds General Other Funds General Other Funds 

Fund Fund Fund 
Revenues $( $( ($3,683,070 $( ($3,683,070 $0 

Expenditures $( $( ($107,000) $( ($107,000) 

Appropriations $( $( ($107,000) $( ($107,000) 

1B. Counh•, citv, and school district fiscal effect: ldentifv the fiscal effect on the annrooriate oo/itical subdivision. 
2007-2009 Biennium 2009-2011 Biennium 2011-2013 Biennium 

School School School 
Counties Cities Districts Counties I Cities Districts Counties Cities Districts 

($10,700) ($96,300 ($10,700 ($96,300 

2A Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the 
provisions having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters). 

The amendment to the bill reduces the 4-1/2% pulltab excise tax to 3%. The effect of the amendment is a reduction 
of $3.68 million in general fund revenues . 

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which 
have fiscal impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis. 

The 1.5% reduction in the pulltab excise lax rate decreases general fund revenues by $3.68 million. The cities and 
counties local gaming enforcement special fund grants are estimated to decrease $107,000 as result of this change. 

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please: 
A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and 

fund affected and any amounts included in the executive budget. 

A reduction of $3.68 million in general fund revenues will occur if this amended bill is passed. 

B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line 
item, and fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected. 

The 2009-11 biennium local gaming enforcement grants of $617,000 will be reduced to $510,000 a $107,000 special 
funds decrease. 

C Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency 
and fund affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and 
appropriations. Indicate whether the appropriation is also included in the executive budget or relates to a 
continuing appropriation. 

See expenditures narrative above 
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W, Phone Number: 328-3622 Date Prepared: 04/0812009 
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• Amendment to: Engrossed 
HB 1317 

• 

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to 
fundina levels and annrooriations anticioated under current law. 

2007-2009 Biennium 2009-2011 Biennium 2011-2013 Biennium 
General Other Funds General Other Funds General Other Funds 

Fund Fund Fund 
Revenues $( $( ($6,170,840 $ ($6,170,840 $0 

Expenditures $( $( ($178,000) $ ($178,000) 

Appropriations $( $( ($178,000 $( ($178,000) 

1B. Counh•, citv, and school district fiscal effect: ldentifv the fiscal effect on the annrooriate oolitical subdivision. 
2007-2009 Biennium 2009-2011 Biennium 2011-2013 Biennium 

School School School 
Counties Cities Districts Counties Cities Districts Counties Cities Districts 

($17,800) ($160,200) ($17,800) ($160,200) 

2A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the 
provisions having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters). 

The amendment to the bill reduces the 4-1/2% pulltab excise tax to 2%. The effect of the amendment is a reduction 
of $6.17 million in general fund revenues. 

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which 
have fiscal impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis. 

The 2.5% reduction in the pulltab excise tax rate decreases general fund revenues by $6.17 million. The cities and 
counties local gaming enforcement special fund grants are estimated to decrease $178,000 as result of this change. 

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please: 
A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and 

fund affected and any amounts included in the executive budget. 

A reduction of $6.17 million in general fund revenues will occur if this amended bill is passed. 

B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line 
item, and fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected. 

The 2009-11 biennium local gaming enforcement grants of $617,000 will be reduced to $439,000 a $178,000 special 
funds decrease. 

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency 
and fund affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and 
appropriations. Indicate whether the appropriation is also included in the executive budget or relates to a 
continuing appropriation. 

See expenditures narrative above 

Name: Kathy Roll gency: Office of Attorney General 
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1A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to 
fundinq levels and aooropriations anticipated under current law. 

2007 -2009 Biennium 2009-2011 Biennium 2011-2013 Biennium 
General Other Funds General Other Funds General Other Funds 

Fund Fund Fund 
Revenues $( $( ($6.170.840 $( ($6,170,840 $0 

Expenditures $( $( ($178,000 $ ($178,000) 

Appropriations $( $( ($178,000 $ ($178,000) 

18 C ountv, c,tv, and school district fiscal effect: ldentifv the fiscal effect on the annrooriate oolitical subdivision. 
2007-2009 Biennium 2009-2011 Biennium 2011-2013 Biennium 

School School School 
Counties Cities Districts Counties Cities Districts Counties Cities Districts 

($17,800 ($160,200 ($17,800 ($160,200) 

2A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the 
provisions having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters). 

The amendment to the bill reduces the 4-1/2% pulltab excise tax to 2%. The effect of the amendment is a reduction 
of $6.17 million in general fund revenues . 

8. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which 
have fiscal impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis. 

The 2.5% reduction in the pulltab excise tax rate decreases general fund revenues by $6.17 million. The cities and 
counties local gaming enforcement special fund grants are estimated to decrease $178,000 as result of this change. 

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please: 
A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and 

fund affected and any amounts included in the executive budget. 

A reduction of $6.17 million in general fund revenues will occur if this amended bill is passed. 

8. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line 
item, and fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected. 

The 2009-11 biennium local gaming enforcement grants of $617,000 will be reduced to $439,000 a $178,000 special 
funds decrease. 

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency 
and fund affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and 
appropriations. Indicate whether the appropriation is also included in the executive budget or relates to a 
continuing appropriation. 

See expenditures narrative above 
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Name: Kathy Roll Office of Attorney General 
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Amendment to: HB 1317 

FISCAL NOTE 
Requested by Legislative Council 

02/09/2009 

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to 
fundina levels and annronriations anticinated under current law. 

2007-2009 Biennium 2009-2011 Biennium 2011-2013 Biennium 
General Other Funds General Other Funds General Other Funds 

Fund Fund Fund 
Revenues $( $0 ($3,683,070 $( ($3,683,070) $0 

Expenditures $( $( ($107,000) $( ($107,000) 

Appropriations $( $( ($107,000) $( ($107,000) 

1B. Countv, citv, and school district fiscal effect: ldentifv the fiscal effect on the annrooriate oolitical subdivision. 
2007-2009 Biennium 2009-2011 Biennium 2011-2013 Biennium 

School School School 
Counties Cities Districts Counties Cities Districts Counties Cities Districts 

($10,700 ($96,300 ($10,700 ($96,300 

2A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the 
provisions having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters). 

The amendment to the bill reduces the 4-1/2% pulltab excise tax to 3%. The effect of the amendment is a reduction 
of $3.68 million in general fund revenues. 

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which 
have fiscal impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis . 

The 1.5% reduction in the pulltab excise tax rate decreases general fund revenues by $3.68 million. The cities and 
counties local gaming enforcement special fund grants are estimated to decrease $107,000 as result of this change. 

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please: 
A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and 

fund affected and any amounts included in the executive budget. 

A reduction of $3.68 million in general fund revenues will occur if this amended bill is passed. 

B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line 
item, and fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected. 

The 2009-11 biennium local gaming enforcement grants of $617,000 will be reduced to $510,000 a $107,000 special 
funds decrease. 

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency 
and fund affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and 
appropriations. Indicate whether the appropriation is also included in the executive budget or relates to a 
continuing appropriation. 

See expenditures narrative above 

Name: Kathy Roll gency: Office of Attorney General 
Phone Number: 328-3622 02/09/2009 



REVISION 

FISCAL NOTE 
Requested by Legislative Council 

01/20/2009 

• Bill/Resolution No.: HB 1317 

• 

• 

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to 
~ d I I d un ma eves an annrooriations anticioated under current law. 

2007-2009 Biennium 2009-2011 Biennium 2011-2013 Biennium 
General Other Funds General Other Funds General Other Funds 

Fund Fund Fund 
Revenues $( $C ($13,016,268 $C ($13,016,268 $0 

Expenditures $( $C ($377,000) $0 ($377,000) 

Appropriations $( $C ($377,000) $( ($377,000) 

18. County, city, and school district fiscal effect: ldentifv the fiscal effect on the anorooriate political subdivision. 
2007-2009 Biennium 2009-2011 Biennium 2011-2013 Biennium 

School School School 
Counties Cities Districts Counties Cities Districts Counties Cities Districts 

($37,700 ($339,300 ($37,700) ($339,300 

2A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the 
provisions having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters). 

The bill eliminates the 4-1/2% pulltab excise tax and the 3% bingo card excise tax. The effect of the bill is a decrease 
of $13 million in general fund revenues . 

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which 
have fiscal impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis. 

With the elimination of the pulltab excise tax and the bingo card exicise tax general fund revenues will be reduced by 
$13 million. The cities and counties local gaming enforcement grants are estimated to decrease $377,000 as result of 
this change. 

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please: 
A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and 

fund affected and any amounts included in the executive budget. 

A decrease of $13 million in general fund revenues will occur if this bill is adopted. 

B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line 
item, and fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected. 

The local gaming enforcement grants of $617,000 for the 2009-11 biennium would be reduced to $240,000, a 
$377,000 special funds decrease. 

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency 
and fund affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and 
appropriations. Indicate whether the appropriation is also included in the executive budget or relates to a 
continuing appropriation. 

The local gaming enforcement grants of $617,000 for the 2009-11 biennium would be reduced to $240,000, a 
$377,000 special funds decrease . 

Name: Kathy Roll Office of Attorney General 
Phone Number: 328-3622 01/20/2009 



FISCAL NOTE 
Requested by Legislative Council 

01/13/2009 

• Bill/Resolution No.: HB 1317 

• 

• 

1A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to 
fundina levels and annronriations anticinated under current law. 

2007-2009 Biennium 2009-2011 Biennium 2011-2013 Biennium 
General Other Funds General Other Funds General Other Funds 

Fund Fund Fund 
Revenues $( $( ($13,016,268 $( ($13,016,268 $0 

Expenditures $( $( $( $( $( $0 

Appropriations $( $( $( $( $( $0 

18. Countv, citv, and school district fiscal effect: ldentifv the fiscal effect on the annrooriate oolitica/ subdivision. 
2007-2009 Biennium 2009-2011 Biennium 2011-2013 Biennium 

School School School 
Counties Cities Districts Counties Cities Districts Counties Cities Districts 

2A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the 
provisions having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters). 

The bill eliminates the 4-1/2% pulltab excise tax and the 3% bingo card excise tax. The effect of the bill is a decrease 
of $13 million in general fund revenues . 

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which 
have fiscal impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis. 

With the elimination of the pulltab excise tax and the bingo card exicise tax general fund revenues will be reduced by 
$13 million. 

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A. please: 
A Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and 

fund affected and any amounts included in the executive budget. 

A decrease of $13 million in general fund revenues will occur if this bill is adopted. 

N/A 

N/A 

B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line 
item, and fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected. 

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency 
and fund affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and 
appropriations. Indicate whether the appropriation is also included in the executive budget or relates to a 
continuing appropriation. 

Name: Kathy Roll gency: Office of Attorney General 
Phone Number: 328-3622 Date Prepared: 01/17/2009 
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98250.0101 
Title.0200 

Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for 
Representative Weiler 

January 26, 2009 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO HOUSE BILL NO. 1317 

Page 1, line 1, after "reenact" insert "subsection 2 of" 

Page 1, line 4, replace "Section" with "Subsection 2 of section" 

Page 1, replace lines 6 through 23 with: 

"2. Except as provided in subsection 3, in addition to any other tax provided by 
law and in place of sales or use taxes, there is imposed an excise tax of 
le1:1r aAel eAe t:lall three percent on the gross proceeds from the sale at 
retail of pull tabs and three percent on the gross proceeds from the sale at 
retail of bingo cards to final users. This includes pull tabs or bingo cards 
provided to a player in exchange for redeemed winning pull tabs or bingo 
cards. The tax must be paid to the attorney general when tax returns are 
filed." 

Page 2, remove lines 1 through 18 

Renumber accordingly 

Page No. 1 98250.0101 



Date: 1 =• °1 :;ic.. , -'-0'-' "1 

Roll Call Vole#: __ 1 ___ _ 

2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. ___;;13.;_1""'1'------

House FINANCE AND TAXATION 

0 Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken 0Do Pass 0Do Not Pass □ Amended 

Motion Made By Seconded By ----------
Reoreaentatlves Yes No Reoreaentatlves 

Chairman Weslev R. Belter Reoresentative Froelich 
Vice Chairman David Drovdal Reoresentative Kelsh 
Reoresentative Brandenbum Reoresentative Pinkerton 
Reoresentative Froseth Reoresentative Schmidt 
Reoresentative Grande Reoresent,atwe Winrich / 
Reoresentative Headland / / 

Reoresentative Weiler ./ / 
Reoresentative Wranaham ~ / / 

/ _,,,. / - / 
\ - /, C,,~ / 

'>',) ./ '\ I) / 
/ V V 

/ 

1,;, 

Committee 

Yes No 

Total 

Absent 

(Yes) __________ No ____________ _ 

Floor Assignment 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: I\M..," J "" e ..-- ..\- D 0-- ~ s =-~ 



Date: ~l'M:°'9 
Roll Call Vote #: 

2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. 131 z: 

House FINANCE AND TAXATION 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken '2a6o Pass 0Do Not Pass 

Motion Made By ~;"'I!~,.. +--o ,-.. 

~ended 

\ 

Committee 

Seconded By \'.'. -e \ ~ h ---"'-=--'-"---------
Renresentatlves Yes No Representatives Yes No 

Chairman Weslev R. Belter 7 Reoresentative Froelich / 
Vice Chairman David Drovdal / Reoresentative Kelsh / 

Renresentative Brandenburo r / Renresentative Pinkerton / 

Renresentative Froseth / Reoresentative Schmidt /, 
Reoresentative Grande / Reoresentative Winrich / 
Renresentative Headland / 
Renresentative Weiler / 
Renresentative Wranoham / 

-

Total 

Absent 

(Yes) ____ 1_-:L.. _______ No ---'-------------

0 

Floor Assignment 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 

/ 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE (410) 
February 5, 2009 4:45 p.m. 

Module No: HR-21-1850 
Carrier: Pinkerton 

Insert LC: 98250.0101 Title: .0200 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
HB 1317: Finance and Taxation Committee (Rep. Belter, Chairman) recommends 

AMENDMENTS AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends DO PASS and 
BE REREFERRED to the Appropriations Committee (12 YEAS, 1 NAY, 0 ABSENT 
AND NOT VOTING). HB 1317 was placed on the Sixth order on the calendar. 

Page 1, line 1, after "reenact" insert "subsection 2 of" 

Page 1, line 4, replace "Section" with "Subsection 2 of section" 

Page 1, replace lines 6 through 23 with: 

"2. Except as provided in subsection 3, in addition to any other tax provided 
by law and in place of sales or use taxes, there is imposed an excise tax of 
letir anei ene Rall three percent on the gross proceeds from the sale at 
retail of pull tabs and three percent on the gross proceeds from the sale at 
retail of bingo cards to final users. This includes pull tabs or bingo cards 
provided to a player in exchange for redeemed winning pull tabs or bingo 
cards. The tax must be paid to the attorney general when tax returns are 
filed." 

Page 2, remove lines 1 through 18 

Renumber accordingly 

(2) DESK. (3) COMM Page No. 1 HR-21-1850 
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2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Bill No. HB 1317 

House Appropriations Committee 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Hearing Date: February 12, 2009 

Recorder Job Number: 9314 

II Committee Clerk Signature d'l, /4.-c ,/~ 

Minutes: 

Chm. Svedjan called the meeting of the Full House Appropriations Committee to order. This is 

not a hearing. 

Rep. Wes Belter, District 22 took the podium to discuss HB 1317. It deals with the gaming and 

excise tax. It was the feeling of the committee that the charities are experiencing a squeeze 

because of the decrease in the amount of activity in the gaming area. Through amendment 

reduced excise tax. From 4.5% to 3% on the gross proceeds from the sale of the retail of pull 

tabs and that amount to $3.6 million. 

Chm. Svedjan: the reduction in the funds that would go to the gaming enforcement grants; 

how big an issue is that? I know it amounts to a reduction of $107,000. 

Rep. Belter: That was not discussed in our committee. 

Chm. Svedjan: That is the affect of it. That's what it says on the fiscal note. 

Rep. Bellew: Was it discussed how it will help the charities if this will help the charities if this is 

reduced? 

Rep. Belter: their tax will be $3.6 million less and it will go down to their bottom line. 

Chm. Svedjan: It would afford them the opportunity to put it toward their charitable interests, 

rather than pay it in taxes. 

Rep. Belter: That is correct. 



Page 2 
House Appropriations Committee 
Bill No. HB 1317 
Hearing Date: February 12, 2009 

• Rep. Delzer: What was the original bill? 

Rep. Belter: The original bill would have reduced the revenues by more than $13 million. 

Rep. Delzer: It was totally taking the tax off? 

Rep. Kempenich; It would have been and impact to the general fund of $13 million. Impact to 

other funds of $377,000. 

Svedjan: Did it reduce the tax completely in the original bill. 

Rep. Kempenich: it eliminated the excise tax. 

Svedjan: Other questions? 

Do Pass As Amended Motion Made By Rep. Kaldor; Seconded by Rep. Hawken 

Discussion: None 

Vote: 15 yes 4 No 6 Absent Carrier: Rep. Pinkerton 

Hearing closed. 
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2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Bill/Resolution No. 1317 

House Appropriations Committee 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Hearing Date: February 12, 2009 

Recorder Job Number: 9317 

Committee Clerk Signature 

Minutes: 

Chairman Svedjan: Brought the Committee's attention to the first bill heard. It was passed 

as a Do Pass as Amended when it should have been a Do Pass. We need to correct that. 

Rep. Kempenich: Motion to bring the bill back, to reconsider HB 1317. 

Rep. Wald: Second . 

Chairman Svedjan: Called for a voice vote. Voice Vote carried. 

Rep. Kempenich: Move a Do Pass on HB 1317. 

Rep. Kreidt: Second. 

Chairman Svedjan: Take a Roll Call for a Do Pass on HB 1317 to correct the record. 

Vote Taken: Yes 14 No 3 Absent 8. Motion Carried. Carrier: Rep.Pinkerton. 

Rep. Delzer: (Inaudible). 

Chairman Svedjan: You walked in as we concluded the discussion. 
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Date: .L./i~/c 1 __ ....,__...c...,, ...... ...,_ __ _ 
Roll Call Vote #: _________ _ 

2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. 1317 

Full House Appropriations Committee 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken i¼ ,Pruo w ~d (£~ ~-!z7) 
Motion Made By ---'~'---"'"'--"'i""',uL'-"----- Seconded By ef~ 

Reoresentatives Yes No 
Chairman Svedjan / 
Vice Chairman Kempenich / . 
Reo. Skarohol 
Reo. Wald ./ 
Reo. Hawken / ,, 
Reo. Klein /, 

Rep. Martinson / 

Reo. Delzer ./ 
Rep. Thoreson ✓ 

Rep. Berg 
Reo. Dosch ;/ 

Reo. Pollart 
Rep. Bellew ✓ 
Reo. Kreidt ✓ 

Reo. Nelson ✓ 

Rep. Wieland 

No Total 

Absent 

(Yes) -----------

Floor Assignment 

Reoresentatlves 

Reo. Kroeber 
Rep. Onstad 
Rep. Williams 

/ 

Rep. Glassheim 
Reo. Kaldor 
Reo. Mever 

Rep. Ekstrom 
Reo. Kerzman 
Reo. Metcalf 

'-I 

If the vote is on an amendment. briefly indicate intent: 

Yes No 

,/ 

./ 

./ 

,/ 

./ 

./ 

'_/ 
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Date: __ .z~(l'""-'-2,..._/=o_ti __ _ 

Roll Call Vote #: ----""-------
2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 

BILURESOLUTION NO. } 3 17 
; 

Full House Appropriations Committee 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken 
; 

Motion Made By ....,L;~"-"----1'=-"-''-'------'. ___ Seconded By 

Representatives Yes No Representatives 
Chairman Svedian 
Vice Chairman Kemcenich 

Rep. Skarnhol Rep. Kroeber 
ReP. Wald Rec. Onstad 
Rep.Hawken Rec. Williams 
Rep. Klein 
Rep. Martinson 

Rec. Delzer Rep. Glassheim 
Rec. Thoreson Rec. Kaldor 
Rec. Bera Rec. Mever 
Rec. Dosch 

Rec. Pollart Rec. Ekstrom 
Rep. Bellew Rec. Kerzman 
Rep. Kreidt Rec. Metcalf 
Rep. Nelson 
Rep. Wieland 

Yes No 

Total 

Absent 

(Yes) __________ No _____________ _ 

Floor Assignment 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 
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Date: __ ....,,.:2-.c..+,/2'"'~,.,/.""'"~l.___ __ 
Roll Call Vote#: -----"=-----

2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. /,3! 7 

Full House Appropriations Committee 

0 Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken 

Motion Made By Seconded By -----------

Reoresentatives Yes No Reoresentatlves 
Chairman Svedian ✓ 

Vice Chairman Kempenich ./ 

Rep. Skarohoi ✓ Reo. Kroeber 
Rep. Waid ./ Reo. Onstad 
Rep. Hawken ./ / Rep. Williams 
ReP. Klein ../ 
Reo. Martinson 

. 
ReP. Delzer ✓ Rep. Glassheim 
Rep. Thoreson ✓ ReP. Kaldor 
ReP. Bera Rep. Mever 
Reo. Dosch / 

Reo. Poller! Rep. Ekstrom 
ReP. Bellew ,/ Rep. Kerzman 
ReP. Kreidt ✓ Rep. Metcalf 
Rep. Nelson 
Rep. Wieland 

Yes No 

,/. 
/ 
✓ 

✓ 

,/ 

/ 

Total 

Absent 

(Yes) ------''--1----No ----'3=-------------

Floor Assignment ,£, <h ,h,,L?i.,__. 
' 

if the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE (410) 
February 13, 2009 7:38 p.m. 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 

Module No: HR-28-2818 
Carrier: Pinkerton 

Insert LC: . TIiie: . 

HB 1317, as engrossed: Appropriations Committee (Rep. Svedjan, Chairman) 
recommends DO PASS (14 YEAS, 3 NAYS, 8 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). 
Engrossed HB 1317 was placed on the Eleventh order on the calendar . 

(2) DESK, (3) COMM Page No. 1 HR-28-2818 
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HB 1317 
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2009 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Bill/Resolution No. HB 1317 

Senate Finance and Taxation Committee 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Hearing Date: 03/09/2009 

Recorder Job Number: 10443 

Committee Clerk Signature 
~ 

Minutes: 

Senator Tony Grindberg, District 41: Testified as sponsor and in support of the bill. 

.56 Todd Kranda, Kelsch Law Firm, Lobbyist for Charitable Gaming Association of ND: 

See Attachment #1 for testimony in support of the bill. (See Attachments #2 and #3 for 

• additional testimony passed out for some that could not be here.) 

8.56 Chairman Cook: If I look at this, referring to testimony #3, he is generating $420,000 in 

profit and paying $515,000 in taxes. 

Todd Kranda: That is what the third paragraph appears to indicate. I guess that does show 

that there are a number of entities across the state, gaming providers that are finding with the 

tough times financial difficulties in continuing their operations. Their charitable purposes are 

suffering and so I think with this tax relief it will keep them alive and surviving and a number of 

them to continue to operate and provide those funds towards their purposes and charities. 

9.33 Senator Triplett: I think they are saying that it is saying $420,000 of operating profit after 

expenses and taxes; I think there is a little bit of disconnect between the narrative and the first 

and second sentences. 

--Todd Kranda: I think that is right. 

than they are actually generating. 

I think what it shows are that they are paying more in taxes 



• 
Page 2 
Senate Finance and Taxation Committee 
HB 1317 
Hearing Date: 03/09/2009 

10.24 Senator Tracy Potter, District 35: Testified as sponsor and in support of the bill. 

Gaming is state stable and that is because we keep running faster to stay in place. You will 

hear from gaming organizations. The case I want to make is about the specific charitable 

function; why North Dakota has charitable gaming. Everything we do out there cost us about 

twice of what we actually take in revenue. (Gives examples of things that have been funded 

by charitable gaming) We are facing an economic crisis. For us the crisis started when gas 

prices went to $4.00/ gallon. This kills tourism. One of the legs to our stool is the people 

visiting our state. The other stool is fund raising/charitable giving. We have been holding our 

own there as well. Everyone is saying that this in our current economy is going to be very 

difficult to continue. The third leg of the stool is charitable gaming. If the state can provide us 

with this bit of assistance here, this is going to smooth up the rough spots and provide us with 

• what we need. 

14.05 Ken Karls, Cystic Fibrosis Association of North Dakota: See Attachment #4 for 

testimony in support of the bill. 

18.25 Vice Chairman Miller: Where are your gaming sights located? 

Ken Karls: They are in Mandan and Bismarck, and one pull tab site in Bottineau. 

19.46 Senator Triplett: If you wanted to take a different attack on this, what kind of fiscal note 

would that be? 

Ken Karls: That would be fairly significant and ii seems to me that it would cut that fiscal 

impact to us to about 80%. 

Senator Triplett: If I wanted to pursue cutting that, how would you define that, what language 

would you use? 

- Ken Karls: I think that would be to find a way to convert the 4.5% and eliminate the excise tax 

and put everything on the gaming tax. 



Page 3 
Senate Finance and Taxation Committee 
HB 1317 
Hearing Date: 03/09/2009 

Senator Triplett: It does seem unfair. I didn't realize that you were paying taxes on the prizes 

essentially. 

22.10 Connie Sprynczynatyk, North Dakota League of Cities: Testified in a neutral sense 

to the bill. (Considered testimony to be for and against) We would be in favor of an 

amendment to the bill. Our concern is the impact on the gaming enforcement grant. I think that 

there needs to be better enforcement and overseeing of this. That needs to be a partnership 

primarily with the local police department and the state Attorney General's office. We 

understand what goes into gaming enforcement. If you want to amend upwards the local 

share of what the state collects on these taxes then we have no opinion on this bill. 

24.10 Chairman Cook: How would we do that? 

Connie Sprynczynatyk: Someone else in the room answers (inaudible) 

- 25.20 Chairman Cook: Further testimony? (no) can you explain to the committee exactly the 

funding for enforcement and how it is ... 

25.33 Keith Lauer, Director of the Gaming Division, Attorney General's Office: Testified in 

neutral capacity on the bill. The way the gaming enforcement grants work is 3% of all of the 

gaming and excise taxes are put into an allocation fund back to the cities and counties and it is 

paid back on a quarterly basis to all of the cities and counties with a cap of $617,000 per 

biennium, although we have never paid out that much because 3% of the gaming and excise 

tax never hit that $617,000 dollar amount. If a city is not going to get at least $200 the money 

goes back into the pool and is given out, so really the larger cities and counties are the ones 

who get the impact from the payback. 

Chairman Cook: The amount of money that is, you say they never reached the cap of 

.$617,000. Is the money sufficient? 
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Keith Lauer: That money just goes back to the counties. It is a gaming enforcement grant to 

the cities and counties. They don't have to use it for that. Each city does things differently 

(gives some examples). Nothing says they have to use that money for gaming enforcement. 

Chairman Cook: What types of charitable gambling do we have? Charitable, Indian Casinos, 

Lottery, Para mutual Betting, Local Raffles, what else? 

Keith Lauer: That is about it, the local permits. There are about 2000 local permits that are 

issued. Last year the total wagering on charitable gaming was $264 million dollars. As was 

pointed out 80% of it goes back in prizes to the players. 

Chairman Cook: Do you have the numbers for all of the gaming organizations? 

Keith Lauer: The only thing we wouldn't have is the local permits, but we can get you the 

numbers on everything else. Tribal Gaming amounts are confidential. 

- Chairman Cook: Do we get any revenue from the tribes? 

Keith Lauer: The only revenue we get from the tribes is we get a direct reimbursement of our 

costs. We have investigators that go out to those tribal facilities on a monthly basis, and we get 

a direct reimbursement of all of those costs. 

Chairman Cook: Can you get us the figures on the gaming organizations? 

Keith Lauer: I can do that. 

31.15 Senator Anderson: Also to add on to that, how the percentages would have to change 

so that the loss would be negated on this. 

Keith Lauer: OK 

Senator Oehlke: I think that you said that the 3% was on the adjusted gross how was that 

arrived at? 
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Keith Lauer: It is 3% of the taxes collected. So last year we collected about 10.5 million 

dollars off of charitable gaming. So 3% of that amount would be paid out to the cities and 

counties. It is based on adjusted gross after the prizes are handed out. 

Senator Oehlke: If a gaming sight had a problem, if they were losing money, they wouldn't get 

as much money back for enforcement would they? That would affect how much money they 

get. 

Keith Lauer: Not really. If there was a theft going on, the charity is still going to be paying. 

They still pay the 4.5% excise tax. What that excise tax is in lieu of a sales tax. It does not 

make sense to sell a pull tab for a dollar, so the excise tax was placed on that dollar. It comes 

off the gross. 

33.45 Chairman Cook: Is there a bill this session that is dealing with the tax distribution of the 

- initial betting? 

Keith Lauer: Yes, I believe it is still alive. 

Senator Dotzenrod: Is there any way to know what is going to happen to those 3.68 million 

dollars? Is there a way to know if 100% of that will go to the charities? Or half to charities and 

half to the organizations? 

Keith Lauer: It is kind of complicated because the excise tax is removed before you come up 

with the adjusted gross proceeds, and then the allowable expenses and gaming tax is based 

on the adjusted gross. If you reduce the excise tax, you are increasing the adjusted gross. 

You are going to increase the expenses for the organization, you are going to increase the 

gaming tax that they pay, that is why the effect of this is going to be a little bit less because 

what you are doing is you are shifting some of that tax from an excise tax to an increased 

- gaming tax, because the adjusted gross just went up. They are going to get a little bit more 

expense money, they are going to pay a little bit higher gaming tax, but there is going to be 
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some more left over for the charity. In the end there would be more for the charitable 

organization. 

Senator Triplett: If I put in an amendment that said to take the overstrikes off the 4.5 and 

remover the 3 so that it left the tax the same, but then insert the adjusted gross proceeds, you 

are saying that that would automatically increase the gaming tax because of the order of how 

things are figured? 

Keith Lauer: I am not sure that would be the way to do this. You would be better to eliminate 

the excise tax and do something with the gaming tax. 

37.06 Senator Anderson: I will probably want to put an amendment on this so that the cities 

and counties are neutral on this as far as money lost or gain. 

Senator Dotzenrod: You mentioned that the gaming is capped and we have not gotten there, 

- how close are we? 

Keith Lauer: Probably we are the closest this biennium. We are closer because of last 

session rather than the sales tax, which went to the state tax department; we are getting a 3% 

excise tax on Bingo now. 

Chairman Cook: So even though this is a hundred some thousand hit on them, last session 

we passed a bill that gave them a pretty good increase for local. 

Keith Lauer: Yes. 

Chairman Cook: Closed hearing on HB 1317. 
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2009 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Bill/Resolution No. HB 1317 

Senate Finance and Taxation Committee 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Hearing Date: 03/11/2009 

Recorder Job Number: 10734 

Committee Clerk Signature 

Minutes: 

Chairman Cook: Reopened discussion on HB 1317. 

Committee: Reviews bill. 

Senator Triplett: The presenters did such an excellent job that they convinced me to go back 

• to the original bill on the House side that simply would have eliminated this tax. Before I make 

that kind of emotion I would defer to the wisdom of the group as to whether or not we should 

do battle within the conference committee. I suppose the easy thing would be to approve it in 

the same form it is in. 

Chairman Cook: I am comfortable with taking this step and it is kind of a job security check for 

certain individuals to come back next session with another bill. 

Senator Triplett: I think we should leave it the way ii is. 

Chairman Cook: See Attachment #1 for additional information provided to the committee. 

Senator Dotzenrod: Moved a Do Pass. 

Senator Oehlke: Seconded. 

Chairman Cook: Discussion? 

- Senator Hogue: Senator Triplett made a compelling case, but I was not persuaded, so I am 

going to vote against the motion. 
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Chairman Cook: There was a time when this was the only gambling we had. They were very 

profitable and of course it was justified to the people that we allow this type of gambling 

because we are going to tax it. I think we taxed it quite well. Then along comes Indian Casinos 

and they certainly made a big hit on the amount of revenue that local charitable gambling was 

able to receive. I have seen many places close and organizations that received a lot of money 

from charities that raise their money off of pull tab have their money dwindle. I think that it is a 

changed environment out there. The citizens put in the lottery and that put a hit on charitable 

gambling. I think that the one game of chance that we have that 100% of the money stays in 

the state of North Dakota is local charity pull tabs. I am much more sympathetic to these types 

of games of chance then I am to others. 

Senator Dotzenrod: I would point out that they had a tax of 2% and then it was raised to 

- 4.5%, and I think that many examples were provided to us that the charities get about half the 

money and the rest goes to taxes. I just seems to me that that is not really right. All the work 

these people put into making this go in their communities and I think they made a good case to 

get this back down some. 

Chairman Cook: I thought there was a bill introduced this session that is going to reduce the 

amount of state revenue that we got from Para mutual betting from horse racing. I haven't 

found it, but I would double that rate if I had a chance. 

Senator Triplett: I have an idea that we go from 3% to 2% if we are all so sympathetic to the 

idea. 

Senator Dotzenrod: That would probably add $50,000 on to the other funds that is supposed 

to go to the cities and counties. 

:__e Senator Triplett: You can vote against it if you want. 
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Chairman Cook: I am comfortable with that. It passed the house rather comfortably. It will go 

to the conference committee and to a vote on both floors. 

Senator Dotzenrod: Withdrew prior motion. 

Senator Oehlke: Withdrew second. 

Senator Triplett: Moved to amend by change the 3 on line 8 to a 2. 

Senator Dotzenrod: Seconded. 

Discussion: The committee discussed gross proceeds and what affects that, and exactly how 

things are taxed. The 3% is levied on the total amount that is wagered, not on the wagers 

minus the prizes. 

Chairman Cook: Any further discussion? 

A Roll Call vote was taken: Yea 4, Nay 3, Absent 0. 

- Motion Passed. 

Senator Triplett: Moved Do Pass As Amended and Re-Refer to Appropriations. 

Senator Dotzenrod: Seconded. 

Chairman Cook: Discussion? 

A Roll Call vote was taken: Yea 6, Nay 1, Absent 0. 

Senator Triplett will carry the bill. 
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Date 3] I) )D°t 
Roll Call Vote #: I 

2009 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO.: I~ )7 

Senate Finance and Taxation 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken )¥loo Pass □Do Not Pass □Amended 

Committee 

Motion Made By~1)0±zeo rd Seconded By~ Ck,h \ }<'e, 

Senators Yes No Senators Yes No 
Sen. Dwiaht Cook - Chairman Sen. Arden Anderson 
Sen. Joe Miller - Vice Chairman Sen. Jim Dotzenrod 1 

Sen. David Hoaue Sen. Constance T(iglett / 
Sen. Dave Oehlke "'\' \/ 

. ~ \\ - I I ) ~ 
\ ~ N \ I ~ I\ )'.../ 

"\ ' \ " \ ' \V 
\ \ \ '---..) \1 ,-__\_J 

\ I \ 
\ \ ' 

\. 

, 

Total: Yes __________ No _____________ _ 

Absent 

Floor Assignment 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 



Date 03\ \ \ \01 
Roll Call Vote#:~ 

2009 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. : 

\2> \1 
Senate _F:...:ic:.:n:::anc:.:cc::ec.,a::.n:::dc.:Tc::a::cx:::.at"'io::.n,_ _______________ _ Committee 

0 Check here for Conference Committee A ~c:9 I ~ "2 
Cnoog , ?':Zi1:1:2 6!- % Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken ODo Pass ODo Not Pass □Amended 

Motion Made Bt:;ffi®C)(, ~v±t- Seconded By~ J)o+:zeoa:J 
Senators Yes No Senators Yes No 

Sen. Dwiaht Cook - Chairman / Sen. Arden Anderson ,/ 
Sen. Joe Miller Vice Chairman ,/ Sen. Jim Dotzenrod ,/ 
Sen. David Hoaue ,/ Sen. Constance Triclett './ 
Sen. Dave 0ehlke / 

I 

Total: Yes 
L v 

\ No 3 
Absent 

Floor Assignment 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 



Date: 03\ \ \ \ 0~ 
Roll Call Vote # '3, 

2009 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. : \ :) \\ 

Senate Finance and Taxation 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 15(, -Re+='ecred +i 8-wa:j'p. 
ft"::::> 

Action Taken 'Qoo Pass ODo Not Pass IZfAmended 
~ I 

Motion Made By Sx:J:z<JC: p\dt Seconded By':3end:zx:: 7) otz,eo d 
Senators Yes No Senators Yes No 

Sen. Dwight Cook - Chairman ,7 Sen. Arden Anderson ./ 
Sen. Joe Miller Vice Chairman ./ Sen. Jim Dotzenrod ./ 

Sen. David Hogue ✓ Sen. Constance Triolett ,/ 
Sen. Dave 0ehlke ./ 

Total: Yes _,_..._ ________ No ---1.\ ____________ _ 

Absent 

Floor Assignment 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE (410) 
March 12, 2009 3:04 p.m. 

Module No: SR-45-4746 
Carrier: Triplett 

Insert LC: 98250.0201 Title: .0300 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
HB 1317, as engrossed: Finance and Taxation Committee (Sen. Cook, Chairman) 

recommends AMENDMENTS AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends 
DO PASS and BE REREFERRED to the Appropriations Committee (6 YEAS, 
1 NAY, 0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). Engrossed HB 1317 was placed on the Sixth 
order on the calendar. 

Page 1, line 8, replace "three" with "two" 

Renumber accordingly 

(2) DESK, (3) COMM Page No. 1 SA-45-4746 



2009 SENATE APPROPRIATIONS 

HB 1317 
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2009 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Bill/Resolution No. 1317 

Senate Appropriations Committee 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Hearing Date: 03-18-09 

Recorder Job Number: 11178 

II Committee Clerk Signature 

Minutes: 

Chairman Holmberg called the committee to order in reference to HB 1317 in regards to 

relating to gaming and excise taxes. 

Todd Kranda Attorney for Kelsch Law Firm and lobbyist For the Charitable Gaming 

Association of ND (CGAND). Spoke in support of 1317. See attachment #1. 

- Senator Seymour How will this bill increase the number of people participating in gaming? 

Kranda I'm not sure if this will impact the number of people gaming. If you relieve the money 

burden, these programs might not go under. It not that we are trying to increase gaming, these 

organizations are struggling in the current economy and we want to continue to offer the 

valuable services available through these programs. 

Karen Breiner President of CGAND testified in favor of 1317. See attachment# 2. 

Senator Krauter Of the registered charitable programs, how many belong to your 

organization? 

Kranda The numbers are in his testimony. 

Breiner Of these 300 some charities some just do raffles and don't have a gaming site. 

Senator Kilzer You and Todd mentioned some of the reasons for the decrease in gaming; I 

- am surprised that the smoking status was not mentioned by someone. Has that been a big 

factor? 



• 

Page 2 
Senate Appropriations Committee 
Bill/Resolution No. 1317 
Hearing Date: 03-18-09 

Breiner I believe that the city of Fargo is the only one that has banned smoking in the bars and 

we have seen a decline in gaming. Whether we can attribute that all to smoking or partly to 

the economy, we don't know. 

Senator Kilzer How about the areas where smoking was banned, for example the bingo 

parlors? Did they come back? 

Breiner I can only speak for our bingo hall. It has not been as the same level as before the 

smoking ban but we have seen an improvement in the numbers. 

Senator Fischer I am on the board of a nonprofit that has gaming sites; the one in the rural 

area of Fargo that allows smoking has flourished. One that is not making money is one that 

has a cover charge to get in. There are a lot of factors, the smoking one is definitely a factor. 

Diane Shepherd Executive Director for the Arc of the Upper Valley in GF. Our organization 

has participated in charitable gaming for over 25 years. Within the last 4 years we have closed 

17 sites across ND. We have gone from being in the upper 8% of charitable gaming to 

dropping below the 20% percentile. Charitable gaming is not what ii used to be. We need your 

support to stay in gaming. Our organization is operating on a month to month basis. I 

encourage you to pass the engrossed HB 1317. 

Mark Henze Lobbyist for the Plains Art Museum. Testified in favor of 1317 and provided 

written testimony # 3. 

Kent Karls Cystic Fibrosis Association of Bismarck. We have charitable gaming here in 

Mandan. I want to touch on one issue and that is the level of taxation. When someone walking 

into a gaming site and buys $100 worth of pull tabs games, $80 of that walks out the door 

before our charity touches anything. Because pull tabs pay out 70-80%. The present tax that 

we are paying applies to the $20 we get to keep. That $20 is then taxed on a sliding scale from 

5-205 depending on our gross adjusted proceeds. So that leaves us with about $13 to pay for 
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Page 3 
Senate Appropriations Committee 
Bill/Resolution No. 1317 
Hearing Date: 03-18-09 

the pull tabs, labor, rent and pay for the program services we provide. So the effective rate of 

4½ % plus the gaming tax comes to better than 30% on that $20. That is a high rate given any 

industry in ND. That is why we are asking for your support for this bill. 

V. Chair Bowman The reason I signed on to this bill is because of what I've seen in rural ND. 

The charity that you are working for is really the state because you are making more money for 

the state than for yourself. When that happens, why do we have charities? They are supposed 

to help out locally. This is not a total loss to the state if we make this change because the 

money stays in the state and goes back into the economy. 

Chairman Holmberg We won't take up the bill today. Closed the hearing on HB 1317. 



2009 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Bill/Resolution No. 1317 

Senate Appropriations Committee 

0 Check here for Conference Committee 

Hearing Date: 04-03-09 

Recorder Job Number: 11725 (also HB 1481 is on t · · b) 

ommittee Clerk Signature 

Minutes: 

Chairman Holmberg called the committee to order in reference to HB 1317 relating to gaming 

and excise tax. I believe everyone has received a copy of 1317 as it has been engrossed with 

Senate amendments. 

Senator Christmann When I've been talking to people involved it is my feeling there could be 

• a compromise position here and a great deal of satisfaction for the people in the gaming 

industry at the 3% the way the bill was originally trimming the tax from 4½ to 3 instead of 4½ to 

2 as the bill proposes. Senator Christmann moved that 2 on line 8 be changed to 3. 

Seconded by V. Chair Grindberg. 

Chairman Holmberg This is what the industry had asked for, is that correct? He was told yes. 

V. Chair Grindberg The comprehensive study for charitable gaming that both Senate and 

House passed continued to look at ways for the future for the gaming industry in North Dakota 

so I think that's also a good plus. I would support the 3% as well. 

Chairman Holmberg All in favor of that amendment say aye. It carried. 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN MOVED A DO PASS AS AMENDED. SECONDED BY VICE

CHAIRMAN GRINDBERG. A ROLL CALL VOTE WAS TAKEN RESULTING IN 14YEAS, 0 

- NAYS, 0 ABSENT. VICE-CHAIRMAN BOWMAN WILL CARRY THE BILL 

Chairman Holmberg closed the hearing on HB 1317 (2.48) 
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98250.0202 
Title.o".,"" 

Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for 
Senate Appropriations 

April 3, 2009 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1317 

In lieu of the amendments adopted by the Senate as printed on page 739 of the Senate 
Journal, Engrossed House Bill No. 1317 is amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 12, overstrike "when" and insert immediately thereafter "at the time" 

Renumber accordingly 

Page No. 1 98250.0202 
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Date: -U l.__3_/ o_o,_ 
Roll Call Vote # __ ,,_, ____ _ 

2009 SENATE STANDING COMMITlT~E/l39LL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. _ _,__....,'j'-'-_ :..J.__,,_ __ _ 

Senate Senate Appropriations 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken ~ Pass D Do Not Pass 

Motion Made By Seconded By 
----------

, 

Senators Yes/ No Senators 
Sen. Rav HolmberQ, Ch y v Sen. Tim Mathern 
Sen. Tonv 5. Grindbera, VCh V Sen. Aaron Krauter 
Sen. Bill Bowman, VCh J/ Sen. Larrv J. Robinson 
Sen. Randel Christmann 1/';, Sen. John Warner 
Sen. Rich Wardner v, Sen. Elrov N. Lindaas 
Sen. Ralph L. Kilzer v_,, Sen. Tom Sevmour 
Sen. Tom Fischer J/ 
Sen. Karen K. Krebsbach J/ 

, 

/L 
Yes No 

Committee 

Yes No 
y_,, 
y 
J/,, 

, , ,,,, 
J/ 

Total 

Absent 

---------- --------------

Floor Assignment 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE (410) 
Aprll 6, 2009 10:01 a.m. 

Module No: SR-56-6208 
Carrier: Bowman 

Insert LC: 98250.0202 Title: .0400 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
HB 1317, as engrossed and amended: Appropriations Committee (Sen. Holmberg, 

Chairman) recommends AMENDMENTS AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, 
recommends DO PASS (14 YEAS, 0 NAYS, 0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). 
Engrossed HB 1317, as amended, was placed on the Sixth order on the calendar. 

In lieu of the amendments adopted by the Senate as printed on page 739 of the Senate 
Journal, Engrossed House Bill No. 1317 is amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 12, overstrike "when" and insert immediately thereafter "at the time" 

Renumber accordingly 

(2) DESK. (3) COMM Page No. 1 SR-56-6208 
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Testimony in Support of HB 1317 

House Finance and Taxation Committee 

January 21, 2009 

Chairman Belter, House Finance and Taxation Committee members, my name is 

Todd D. K.randa. I am an attorney with the Kelsch Law Firm in Mandan and I appear 

before you today as a lobbyist on behalf of the Charitable Gaming Association of North 

Dakota (CGAND) to express support for HB 1317. 

Initially I would like to provide you with some brief background information on 

CGAND which is a statewide association of charitable gaming organizations. CG AND 

has a diverse membership varying from clubs to small organizations in all regions of the 

state and represents about 70% of the charitable gaming in North Dakota. The mission of 

CGAND is to "Preserve gaming as a funding source for charitable purposes." Attached is 

a copy of the CGAND Membership List showing the different organizations across North 

Dakota that are members. 

Several individuals from CGAND and its member organizations are here this 

morning to testify in support ofHB 1317. However, before they do J would like to 

briefly identify the change that is being requested in HB 1317 and provide some 

additional information. 

The primary change within HB 1317 is the elimination of the excise tax that is 

being applied to pull tabs and bingo cards. I have attached an outline that was prepared 

previously by Keith Lauer the Director of the North Dakota Attorney General Gaming 

Division showing the History on Gaming Taxes. 



• There are numerous benefits from and worthy causes supported by charitable 

gaming. HB 1317 will help assist and provide the needed financial support for the 

worthwhile programs, services and causes that are supported by charitable gaming. For 

your reference I have included a handout with a Summary of Eligible Use Contributions 

for the 2008 Fiscal Year. This information was obtained from the ND Attorney General 

Gaming Division. 

Finally, I understand from Keith Lauer of the Attorney General Gaming Division 

that there were some cross referenced sections of the code that would need to be revised 

in order to strike out references to "excise taxes" and those amendments are also attached. 

In conclusion, on behalf ofCGAND I ask for your favorable consideration of this 

• legislation and in doing so, I also ask for your support of the local charities that would 

benefit from this legislation. As stated others are here from the charitable gaming 

industry to testify and respond to any specific questions. However, I would be willing to 

try answer any questions at this time. 

Please give HB J 317 a DO PASS recommendation. 
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Charitable Gan1ing Association of North Dakota Me111bership List ~ 

~. Organization Notmc Last Name First 

,\111<.'r-il·,111 1 . .:-gion Twde Curtis 

Am,·o;:ts l'Nt 9 W:ir,ner Vii:k.i 

• Arrow lnll'rnational Nagd Kir.;fen 

A11lmr W. Jon<.'s Pi_._, 7564 N~sbnd Ten: 

Ba11/e11c R e~lcr Pmt ::G2 Andcrson l>ale 

Bison H,1n~frr Cluh ,,r 1'.lilnor. ND "11UIS01l Manin 

• Bordw1 1Jis1ril:mling Bord1cr1 Jim 

IJ,,,, 111.111 County IJ.:-,·do111ent Corp Uud1ol:t. Dcbr.i 

Buflitlo C,1m1mu1ily Club Gaming J,,:;1sowski Flint 

lkv.::l1)plll<'lll Hnm~s Odegaard Kara 

1)..-vils r.~11.,: Y,1111h Adivilies k"ushd Glori.1 

J)id.:im(111 Ch,1ritii::-- Klcnuu enrol 

Dr:1~ 1011 Curling C'luh Olrnn Ardis 

fargo \TW Rus..:h Allen 

F:ugt• Yo11lh c,-.mmis<;ion l,.,:ucn,:man Rob 

Fraternal O,d .. "r 1.,r Ea,gk-1'- A.:rii! K.:y:- Pt"rl 
ti2749 
Fri,;'mh nf!h,- N .. •,·h,;- FiTL·tn.:-11 T.XXnilk Ja1.i;i¢ 

Fl R,u1$(llll Rur:11 Fir..: Di!-1. Suppo11 o.~t" Trad 
Cnrp. 
(ir;1!h"'11 Curling Cluh De1.1std1,-r Cor~y 

T11.:s1.by •. lanunry 16. 2007 

Address City 

116 E. ll.-kDouga.11 McVille 

2402 Ruilroad A\'e Dis:mard,; 

9900 Clinton Rd Clewl:utd 

308 Sheyenne St West Fugo 

l'OBox 244 Walhalla 

PO Box 38.5 Milnor 

SIi &1h A,·eN Forgo 

ro Box J 143 Bowman 

PO Box 2.) Buffalo 

3&80 S Columbia Rd Grand Fon., 

PO Box 584 Dc\ils Lake 

67 2htSI E Dickinson 

PO Bo" 252 Ora)'ton 

202 Aroadway Fargo 

2500 18th St S Forgo 

PO Box 875 Wahpeton 

PO Box 207 Neche 

PO Box 785 Lisbon 

2339S l7thSt#J7 Grand Forks 

State Postal e-mail nddress 

ND 58254 

ND 58501- antvel!:post9·.~:aol 

OH 44144- knag.::+Q1arro\\ in! ema I ifJlrn I. c,1111 

ND 58078-

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

58282- nont" 

~8060-0385 mrkjrk.6 l!?drtel.net 

S8102-J6 lfi horcht"r1dist.1[!i;bcgl0Clnl.11ci 

58623- bowcodev(Q:nd~upcrnt"l.eom 

58011- nont" 

58201- kodegaard!l"-dewlopruenthmnes.,,rg 

58301-

58601-

58225-

58102-

gkushi:1,830 l@ynhoc,.t.:ll111 

charities:@nd~upcrnct.co111 

ardistmpolarcomn1.com 

nllcnrusch@hnlm:iil.com 

58103· rob1_g1youthcomrnisi;ion.cou1 

58074-08,S ingrunfar@w:ih.midco.n.:I 

58265• tinanorth@polan:-onun.cont 

5805+ 

58201- cflk111schcr@igra.midco.nr1 

Phnnt• 

2~1-'.-':\Jl•l 

5.l'}-.l ."70-- ~.J{).~-1-l :! 

-t:!7-•J.1:,.:J •. ..J],.'.1~·1X 

70 I -79')-S.lf I I 

52J-58S0--5?.l-~•, 11 

6.l.1-~ 121 

H5-•IIIOO-- 7-l l-r; 112 

·ISJ-.15<>2 

-l.~-l-t>-1.\J 

2.l).]!.J7 

fi-12-2-H-4 

~%-75JJ •. ~i,;( .. 7r, 11 

•>7.l--':'i:? J •. (,)-i.1.:'_-; lM 

P;1g1' I l'f" _l 
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Organization Name Last Name First Address City State Postal e-mail address Phone 

Grand Forks Blue Line Cluh \Veh,e, Sharon 2525 S Wa:i;hington Grand F orlu; ND l820l- none 775-61 7~ 

Grand Forks CVB Rygg Julie 4251 Gateway Or Grnnd forks ND 58203- julie@visilg,-andfork!>.COm 7.f6-0.f44 

Grc:atcr GF Senior Citizens VotlanJ Betty Lou 620 4th A,•e S Gn1J1d Forks ND 58201- none 772-71-15 

H:irley Salzman Pm:! fi5 Heck:unan Tom Box 543 Beach ND 58621- hpder!1-011(!!!111idstate.nel 701-872-Jll(\ 

Ifarwood A.rea Fire & Resnrc Spiesz Jennifer 39 Lind Circle Harwood ND 58042 

lfomcc Lions Cluh Rustad Roger 319 Mickey Mouse 1-Jornce ND 58007- none !R 1 .f_l791--2 8 2 .0--;o!J 

Ave 

Lak1:o Region Corpornlion Eickenbrock Sharon 224 3rd St NW Devils Lnk.: ND 58301- ecf.nid!;on@la keregionc orp. ct1m 

f.,.1ke Region Heritage Center Homer Dick PO Box 245 De,ils Lnke ND 58301. none 662.3701--J:i 1 •2 ~on 

*urn (i;m1e~ Lie-11 Ken PO Box 564 Fargo ND 5RI07. liengilmes@aol.rom I-SOO-J-l2- 77 S.' 

Li!-h::n Inc. Steft:ln Rw•ty 1407 24th Ave S #lOO Gtnnd Forl<s ND 58201- ru,;ly@fir.::tcolleclions.com 1..:6-n-:10 .. 775-511;6 

;\·Ii not Junior Golf Fotlz Jitu 1344 S Main Mino! ND 58701- weelinks@m.com i,:_19. J ~-n--720-(,~fifl 

i\Iinot Catholic Schools Corp Hatfolid James 316 I Ith A,·e NW 1'-linot ND 58703- ha!lclid@brhs.com 8.18•3.1 S 5--~JR-.1.177 

~finol l·fockey Boosf~•rs Kelly Mike 1524 S Broadway Ste 3 Minot ND 58701- mikek1yt@sr1.com 8_11J-9)92--72 J- J~l."' 
8 

• Mr. Ed!- Bingo Bonmicz Shelly PO Box 848 Fargo ND 58107- shelly@mre-ds.nd,kri!ili@11n·eds.11e1 l-!i'OO-S2R-J _11•.1 

ND Ho'>pit.nlity Erluc:11im1 Wei!-sman Nicolleltci PO Box 428 Bismarck ND 58502- 11icki.ndl1a@htll1et.no!t 223-JJ I J 
Foundation 
North D;ikota ,\!-soc. Uis.1!,kd LriDouceur Traci 2660 S Columbia Rd Grand Forks ND 58201- t!adouceur@ndad.org 77~-':-577 

Nc-w R1)ckford Linm Club Kanzelman Dnrw)n Ne,v Rockford ND 58~~,-

N0t1h Dilknli1 Bulfalo A.~~n S1dfan Jodi 500 l 7th St SE Jamestown ND 38401- directon@bufialomuscu111 . .:-r-m 2':-1-8(,~R--JlO-r,:? •12 

Northern Prairie Performing .-\rts. Stcn~~th Rick 333 4th SIS Fargo ND ':-8102- rds9130<.@c.ahl .. ~nc.nel 2.15-1901--2-' 1-91 .'.\fl 

Owald \\'ohl Posl #6831 \'.F.W. Stotz Elroy PO Box 68 Anamoose ND 58710- none ~G~-3J 2(,--~6~-:_lflt\O 

Plains Art hlt1!-eun1 Rreiner Karen PO Box 2338 Fnrgo ND !iR108- khr-einer([f,j,la.insart.org B2-.182 l--V.'.!-2!l 1. ~-' 

Prairie F'uhlic llroadcasling Himgcn Karen PO Box 3240 Fargo ND 58108- khaugeniq_iprairiepublic.org 2~1-6900 

Tu .. ~da_y. Janwuy 16. 2007 P11ge 2 l•f 3 
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Organization Name Last Name First Address City State Postal e-mail address Phone 

Red River Hlllmm Service Foundation Lenert7: Loris11a 2506 3.5th 1\ve S Fargo ND .'.18103- llenertz@rrhi;r.org 

Share Hou~ Inc. l\Indse11 Donna 42279thAveSW Fargo ND 58103- 2l.:2-6~61 

Special Olympics. ND 11.leagher Kathy 2616 S 26th St Grand Forks ND 58201- gfudso@corpconnu.net 

St. Thomas Booster Club Olson Ardis PO Box f,6 Dm)'-1on ND 58225- ardis@polarcomm.com 454-6-B.1 

*statewide Gaming Sli,,ick.i Robert 630 S I.5th St Grnnd Forks ND 58201- tibrook.c:157@.yahoo.c-om 1-8()(). 732-1090 

Team Makers Stenselh Rick 2220 E Main Ave, We!rt Fargo ND 58078- Tenmmakers1,f!·linkup.n.::t 277-9271-.:rn,;.2221-

SuileS 
The An:. Upper Valle~· \'n3gen Deb 2500 DeMers Ave Grand Fmics ND 58201- dshepp.1.rd(!!!arcu,,.com.deb,·@c11lilc 772-619 l--2h I -~7.:f I 

one.net 

*llniwnal Ma,mfacturing Wilner foe 54.50 Dernnms A\·c Knm.u City MO 64120- universal@jan-.do. coin ~16.:Ul-2771 

Veh'a Fire Dep1. Jungers Rose P.O. Box 139 \'el\'o ND 5R790 

West Fargo llockey Mnd~en Steve 5154 9th An: SW Fargo ND 58103- matblastcr(~·ahoo.com 2S 1...1791 --JRS-S7SR 

*westem Distrib11ti11g PO Box 832 Bismnrd.: ND 58502-

Williston CVB A.ttizu Jeff IO A·l:tin St Williston ND 58801- C\'&ales@C I. wi lliston.nd.us 

Williston State College Foundalion Stevens Garvin PO Box 1204 Williston Nil l8801- wscfoundaticmrg•.nernont.net ~71-1472 

•Di~ihultlrs and 1'.lanufactmers 
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1977 

House Bill No. 1317 
History of Gaming Taxes 

January 21, 2009 

Gaming tax established at 3% of adjusted gross proceeds. 

Prepared by the Office 
of Attorney General 

Gaming tax rate increased from 3% to 5% of adjusted gross proceeds. 

1983 

The gaming tax rate changed from 5% of adjusted gross proceeds to 5% on the first 
$600,000 of adjusted gross proceeds and 20% on adjusted gross proceeds over 
$600,000 per quarter. 

1989 

The gaming tax rate was changed to 5% up to $200,000, 10% on $200,000 up to 
$400,000, 15% on $400,000 up to $600,000, and 20% on amounts over $600,000 
on adjusted gross proceeds per quarter. In addition, a 2% excise tax was imposed 
on pull tab gross proceeds and sales tax was imposed on bingo cards. 

1993 

The excise tax on pull tab gross proceeds was increased from 2% to 4½%.__.. 

2001 

The 4½% excise tax on pull tab gross proceeds was eliminated for organizations 
whose gross proceeds did not exceed $4,000 for a quarter. 

Sales tax was no longer imposed on bingo cards but it was replaced with a 3% 
excise tax on the gross sales of bingo cards . 



User, DM~IE 

Fiscal Year: 2008 
Quarter, All 

North Dakota Off.of Attorney General 
Summary of Eligible Use Contributions 

Eligible Code Description Check Amount% of Grand Total 

A-02 
A-03 
A-04 
A-05 
A-07 
A-08 
A-11 
A-12 
A-15 
A-18 
A-20 
A-24 
A-25 
A-26 
A-27 
A-28 
A-29 
A-30 
A-32 
A-36 
A-37 
A-46 
A-47 
A-58 
A-61 
A-64 
A-65 
A-67 
A-70 
A-80 
A-81 
A-82 
A-88 
A-90 
A-91 
A-94 
A-97 
A- 98 
A-99 

THE ABUSED 
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE 
ANIMAL PROTECTION 
ALZHEIMERS 
THE BLIND 
CANCER 
CYSTIC FIBROSIS 
DIABETES 
THE DISABLED 
HEART DISEASE 
LEARNING DISABILITIES 
MENTAL HEALTH 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS 
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY 
THE NEEDY 
PARALYSIS 
DEVELOPMENTALLY.DISABLED CITIZENS 
SENIOR CITIZENS 
TERMINALLY ILL 
WILDLIFE 
YOUTH ACTIVITIES 
ADULT ACTIVITIES 
HEAD INJURIES 
HOME ON THE RANGE 
MARCH OF DIMES 
MEALS ON WHEELS 
MEDICAL FACILITIES NON-PROFIT 
MEMORIAL FUNDS 
NURSING HOMES NON-PROFIT 
RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE 
RED CROSS 
SALVATION ARMY 
SPECIAL OLYMPICS 
DISASTER RELIEF ORGANIZATIONS 
UNITED FUND/UNITED WAY 
YMCA/YWCA 
VOLUNTEER SERVICES 
GAMBLING ADDICTION 
OTHER 

Subtotal Of Contributions: $8,486,108 Percent to Grand Total: 

------------ ----------------
52,700 0.3 

887,663 5.0 
8,612 0.0 
1,050 0.0 

20,294 0.1 
71,719 0.4 

204,536 1. 2 
6,025 0.0 

1,770,226 10.1 
2,950 0.0 

900 0.0 
156,062 0.9 
124,524 0.7 

6,611 0.0 
86,155 0.5 

1,200 0.0 
1,147,323 6.5 

218,115 1. 2 
24 I 4 04 0.1 

355,841 2.0 
2,664,683 15.1 

169,418 1.0 
2,988 0.0 

12,282 0.1 
2,150 0.0 
7,919 0.0 

65,418 0.4 
6,532 0.0 

24,204 0.1 
1,725 0.0 
1,800 0.0 
8,980 0.1 

242,524 1.4 
10,805 0.1 
15,785 0.1 
3,845 0.0 
9,230 0.1 
7,800 0.0 

81,110 0.5 

48.2% 

.age: 
01/20/09 09,28,3· 

vfo 
v· 



User: DMl,IE North Dakota Off.of Attorney General 
Summary of Eligible Use Contributions 

Fiscal Year: 2008 
Quarter, All 

Eligible Code Description Check Amount% of Grand Total 
------------------------------------------------------------ ------------ ----------------

B-10 RELIGOUS USES 130,317 0.7 

Subtotal Of Contributions: $130,317 Percent to Grand Total: 

Eligible Code Description 

C-10 
C-20 
C-25 
C-30 
C-4 0 
C-50 
C-75 
C-80 
C-90 
C-99 

AGRICULTURE 
THE ARTS 
EDUCATIONAL PUBLIC SERVICES 
SAFETY 
4-H ACTIVITIES 
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND A(«c, 7 ,,n 
PERSERVATION OF CULTURAL HERITA~G 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
VOCATIONAL WORKSHOPS 
OTHER 

Subtotal Of Contributions: $4,295,806 Percent to Grand Total: 

Eligible Code Description 

D-10 
D-20 
D-30 
D-40 
D-50 
D-60 
D-99 

CAMP GRASSICK 
FRATERNAL FOUNDATIONS 
LEGION BASEBALL 
VETERAN'S CEMETARY 
DISABLED OR INJURED VETERANS A,S•> 7 P."'lif 
MILITARY FAMILY SUPPORT 
OTHER 

Subtotal Of Contributions: $630,304 Percent to Grand Total: 

0.7% 

Check Amount% of Grand Total 

71,218 
1,574,485 

768,181 
49,349 
28,811 

447,097 
335,793 
965,329 

24 .4% 

8,995 
46,548 

0.4 
9.0 
4.4 
0.3 
0.2 
2.5 
1. 9 
5.5 
0.1 
0.3 

Check Amount% of Grand Total 

3,710 
49,951 

310,593 
15,900 
46,394 
43,220 

160,536 

3.6% 

0.0 
0.3 
1.8 
0.1 
0.3 
0.2 
0.9 

.ge, 
01/20/09 09,28,3' 



User, DM-IE 

Fiscal Year: 2008 
Quarter, All 

North Dakota Off.of Attorney General 
Summary of Eligible Use Contributions 

Eligible Code Description Check Amount% of Grand Total 
- ------------------------------------------------------

E-10 
E-30 
E-99 

SCOUTING ACTIVITIES AND BOYS OR G1Rc> sr4r€ 52,063 0.3 
1.3 
0.2 

COMMUNITY BANDS, COLOR AND HONOR GUARDS, FLAG::>,/. '?Ar-r2:o-r:c Ca.ai"f,.-rfo...,5 233,343 
OTHER 34,107 

Subtotal Of Contributions: $319,513 Percent to Grand Total: 1.8% 

Eligible Code Description Check Amount% of Grand Total 
- -- ------------------------------------------------------------ ------------ ----------------
F-10 ERECTION OR MAINTENANCE OF PUBUC Bw~o•>.1!,,5 193,536 1.1 

Subtotal Of Contributions: $193,536 Percent to Grand Total: 

Eligible Code Description 
------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
G-10 COMMUNITY EMERGENCY SERVICES 
G-15 DISBURSEMENTS DIRECTLY TO A CI~~, C~~n"f. •~>rAf€ 
G-25 IMPROVEMENT OF PUBLIC AREAS 
G-50 PARKS AND RECREATION 
G-60 LAW ENFORCEMENT 
G-99 OTHER 

Subtotal Of Contributions: $1,695,529 Percent to Grand Total: 

Eligible Code Description 

1. 1% 

Check Amount% of Grand Total 

638,403 
241,461 
101,693 
680,929 

9.6% 

9,351 
23,692 

3.6 
1. 4 
0.6 
3.9 
0.1 
0.1 

Check Amount% of Grand Total 
------------- ------------------------------------------------------------ ------------ ----------------
H-00 LOSS OF THE HOME VICTIMS 18,360 0.1 

Subtotal Of Contributions: $18,360 Percent to Grand Total: 0 .1% 

.age: 
01/20/09 09,28,3< 



• User, DMCDANIE 

Fiscal Year: 2008 
Quarter: All 

Eligible Code Description 

North Dakota Off.of Attorney General 
Summary of Eligible Use Contributions 

Check Amount% of Grand Total 
------------- ------------------------------------------------------------ ------------ ----------------
I-00 SUFFERERS OF SERIOUS DISABLING D,S€A<.r ,R. 1../)uR.y 

Subtotal Of Contributions: 

Eligible Code Description 

K-10 
K-30 
K-99 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
TOURISM 
OTHER 

Subtotal Of Contributions: 

Eligible Code Description 
------------- -----------
V-00 VOIDED CHECK 

Subtotal Of Contributions: 

Total Of All Contributions: 

$559,089 Percent to Grand Total: 

$1,262,025 Percent to Grand Total: 

($500) Percent to Grand Total: 

$17,590,087 

--- End of Report ---

559,089 

3.2% 

3.2 

Check Amount% of Grand Total 

206,333 
903,393 
152,299 

7.2% 

1.2 
5.1 
0.9 

Check Amount% of Grand Total 

-500 0.0 

0.0% 

.age: 
01/20/09 09,28,3~ 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO HOUSE BILL 1317 

Page 1, line 6, overstrike "and excise" 

Page 2, line 10, ov.erstrike "and excise" 

Page 2, after line 18, insert 

SECTION 2. AMENDMENT. Subsection 1 of section 53-06.1-01 of the 
North Dakota Century code is amended and reenacted as follows: 

1. "Adjusted gross proceeds" means gross proceeds less cash prizes, 
cost of merchandise prizes, bingo cmds eimise tall, pull tab ellcise 
!al(, and federal excise tax imposed under section 4401 of the 
Internal Revenue Code [26 U.S.C. 4401]. 

SECTION 3. AMENDMENT. Subsections 3 and 4 of section 
53-06.1-12.3 of the North Dakota Century Code is amended and reenacted as 
follows: 

3. The attorney general may require a licensed organization to make 
monthly estimated gaming and elleise tax payments if the attorney 
general determines that the organization is in poor financial 
condition. If an organization fails to pay any tax or estimated tax, 
interest, or penalty by the original due date or date set by the 
attorney general, the attorney general may bring court action to 
collect it and may suspend the organization's license. The attorney 
general may for good cause waive all or part of any interest or 
penalty and may waive any minimal tax. 

4. If an organization has failed to file a tax return, has been notified by 
the attorney general of the delinquency, and refuses or neglects 
within thirty days after the notice to file a proper return, the attorney 
general shall determine the adjusted gross proceeds and gaming 
and ellcise taxes due according to the best information available and 
assess the taxes at not more than double the amount. Interest and 
penalty also must be assessed. 

Renumber accordingly 



TESTIMONY ON HB 1317- HOUSE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND TAXATION 

Chairman Belter, Members of the Committee 

• I regret being unable to attend the hearing on this bill, Please accept this testimony. 

., 

In HB1317 we ask that this Committee and the Legislature consider the current level of taxation levied on the revenue 

our industry produces for many necessary and worthwhile programs and services around our state. 

The Excise Tax of approximately 4.5% is currently assessed on the Gross Proceeds from pull-tabs sales and collected as 

part of the $1.00 cost for each pull-tab, It has always been impractical for us to add the tax on to the price of a pull-tab, 

As such, we absorbed the tax by taking it from our revenue rather than passing it on to our patrons. 

This tax rate of 4.5% on Gross dollars translates into an effective tax rate of 20% on our revenues after prizes and 

BEFORE any expenses are deducted. Starting with a $100 in Gross sales, we pay back about $76-$77 to the players in 

prizes, leaving us $24 to pay our staff, rent to our host establishments, the cost of the games, equipment, and 

record keeping, along with Excise AND Gaming taxes. If the Excise tax is $4.50, the effective tax rate is 18.75%. Add to 

that the 5% Gaming Tax (after prizes) and our industry pays over 23% of what we make BEFORE we pay any expenses. 

When Charitable Gaming began in the late 70s, early 80s, the Gaming Tax was levied to cover the costs of enforcing the 

laws and rules enacted. As the industry grew, an Excise Tax of 2% was added to pull-tabs in 1989. When the State was 

in deficit situation in 1993, the legislature again voted to increase the taxes on Gaming by raising the Excise Tax to 4.5%, 

Those tax funds have always gone directly into the General Fund without any specified use attached. 

In this time when the State finds itself with a significant budget surplus, we ask that you consider rescinding the Excise 

Tax and return substantial funds to the many charitable organizations in our State who conduct gaming as a funding 

source. As other funding sources become scarcer and individuals cut back on their contributions to charity, funds 

generated by gaming operations become more and more critkal. We have seen a noticeable drop in activity over the 

last two quarters and it appears that trend will continue well into the New Year, 

Should you see fit to reduce the amount of Excise Tax that we remit, it will have a very positive effect on each and every 

organization conducting gaming in North Dakota. The dollars that will be saved in tax will not only benefit everything 

from fire halls to disabled individuals to arts groups, but they will definitely keep funds coming to many organizations 

whose Gaming operations are currently operating on the thinnest of margins. 

1 respectfully ask that you hear our voices and consider our need. We are all in the business of helping the citizens of 

North Dakota. When the legislature needed additional funding, our Excise Tax went up. Now that the State is in a solid 

financial position and our organizations are in need, it is the time to give that revenue back so we can continue to do for 

the people of our State. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Rick Stenseth 

Gaming Manager: NPPA, Team Makers Club, Inc 

D 



• TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT TO 
HOUSE BILL NO. 1317 

HOUSE FINANCE AND TAX COMMITTEE 
JANUARY 21, 2009 

Chairman Belter, House Finance and Tax Committee members, my name is Karen A. Breiner 

and I appear before you today as President of the Charitable Gaming Association of North 

Dakota (CGAND) in support ofHB 1317. 

Initially, I would like to provide some background information. In 1993, HB 1516 increased the 

tax on charitable gaming tickets from two percent (2%) to four and one-half percent (4 ½%)on 

the gross receipts of charitable gaming ticket sales. In 1993, the projected gross proceeds for 

charitable gaming were 600 million dollars per year. The number of active gaming sites was 

990. The number of licensed charitable gaming organizations was 349. 

Today the picture is quite different. In fiscal year ending June 30, 2008 the total gross proceeds 

from charitable gaming, according to the ND Gaming Update dated December 2008 (see 

attachment), was less than $300 million. The number of active gaming sites has dropped from 

990 to 949 (41 sites). The number of licensed charitable gaming organizations has dropped from 

349 to 327 (22 charities). Charitable gaming is not the growing industry that it once was. 

I have heard from several gaming managers that due to increasing expenses, especially the 

increase in minimum wage, and the decrease in gaming activity, that they will be making 

decisions soon to close even more gaming sites. 

According to data from ND Gaming Update dated March 2008 (see attachment), for fiscal year 

ending June 30, 2007, four percent (4%) of charitable gross proceeds were taxes. In comparison, 

according to data from National Association ofFundraising Ticket Manufacturers (see 

attachment); on a national level only three percent of charitable gaming proceeds go toward taxes 

and fees. The state of North Dakota takes in over 10 million dollars per year in charitable 

gaming taxes and an additional 5 to 6 million dollars per year from the Lottery (see attachment), 

which is in direct competition for gaming dollars with charitable operations. 



ce 

Many communities, small and large, depend on charitable gaming dollars to help with various 

charitable services and uses such as education, health care, arts, disadvantaged individuals, 

alcohol addiction, and sporting activities. 

Without these charitable gaming dollars many programs, projects, and services would end. This 

tax reduction will help all charitable gaming operations offset their increasing expenses so 

charities can maintain the level of programming and services that they currently offer. 

In 1989 when the first excise tax was instituted, and then in 1993 when it was raised four and 

one-half percent (4 ½%),the charitable gaming industry was growing and vibrant. This is no 

longer the state of the charitable gaming industry. The charitable gaming industry needs help 

and we need it now. 

We respectfully request that you please support your local charities and that you give HB 1317 a 

Do Pass recommendation. 

Thank you for this opportunity to testify before your committee, and I would be willing to try to 

answer any questions you may have. 





DISTRIBUTION/TOP 10 STATES 

•••••••• 
Average Distribution of Dollars Raised Through Charitable Gaming in the U.S. 

Taxes and Fees 
3% 

Expenses 
12% 

Profit to Charities 
9% 

Prizes 

The data used in this chart is limited to those states that collect the information listed in eoc·h of the identified categories. 
Due to integer rounding, pie chart totals ore slightly higher than 100%. 

Top Ten States by Grass Receipts Top Ten States by Net Receipts 

State Total Gross Recel ts State Net Receipts 
Minnesota $103,181,000 

~- ' ' ~-·-.,.~---.......------:~----·-.. -------·.--
i MiChigan.;:.:,;e-~1;,,i .. (:.iGJ{,->$16,42;1,fi44·{,,.,;J:k~.VJ.;.;tJJ 

Virginia $68,027,000 
f 1ndionai~~i~f~~if~~i-J$66)Z-2i~-a•,,.-2"')""4'-,-):;--;,1.-,-t-cw~~,. '.-: ... -. ~"·;,...":-~ 

New Yo,k $57,743,789 
l Kontucky.¾iii<~~l.,,a~$51;9.2t_:3_19-'"""'-.. ,--,-;,.-.,~-, ,-. -. -;.-,.~ 

New Jersey $39,601,654 
t ·,, , .-t"•·•·T::T, « ·,~•-,.r:c.,,~-,- ,-r:"'' -~•·;,il: <',;., - •i 

j .W11co11sin,~,i,!.:.r:~':J}~~f:.; .. ·$38,097;973'.},?.~i:11,.· ·,'I.,,: t,,J:..,~ 

Texas $37,998,862 
·,. Alo"ska·· ~,.·,,,~,,,;,01_'3;~.•:,:>,; '·$· 3·1·.,a' ~",5· s··6•;;~•:;.i; ·•i';t;ff,("" 

.. ,, ..• !-=:!";>--~;~ .. ..,..~ .. ;~•~ - . • vl';' ~-!-to•, ~,.~,.t;iitt 

Top ten based on ovailoble reported statistics. 
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Allocation of Charitable Gross Proceeds 
Have you ever wondered where Gross Proceeds (total amount of money spent on charitable games by partici
pants) from charitable games of chance go? The Office of Attorney General recently developed a pie cha1t

0 

of 
the Percent Allocation of Charitable Gross Proceeds. During the most recent fiscal year ended June 30, 2007, 
Gross Proceeds were allocated to fom primary categoties as follows: 

Percent Allocation of Cha_ritable Gross Proceeds 

a Net Proceeds to Charity 
6% 

□ Taxes 4% 

Note: 1% rounding difference due to Federnl Excise ·1tix paid and ndditimuil income ecimed from Ca.rh Lonillllterest. 

Lotte:r-q Update 
The North Dakota Lottery recently introduced the Hot Lotto Triple Sizzler feature. 
For an extra$ l, players triple all Hot Lotto non-jackpot prizes. 

On February 22, 2008, the Lottery added three new features to its 2by2 game. Two 
of the features include increasing the jackpot from $20,000 to $22,000, and giving 
players the option to play every <lay of the week. A third feature - the Tuesday 
Double Prize feature - gives players the option to double all prizes won on Tuesdays 
with the purchase of a seven-day multi-draw ticket. 

More information about the Lottery's games and new game features is al: www.lottery.rn.I.2ov. 

SOL'-'rl(!_.,: 

\ 
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Lottery Update 
The Office of Attorney General provided the Legislative Council with a comparison 
of estimated gross wagers from charitable gambling ($259,461,000) to the total sales 
of lottery products ($22,169,624) during fiscal year July I, 2007 -June 30, 2008. 

Based on the estimated numbers, charitable gaming will have an increase of about 
" $2.8 million (1 %) in gross wagers frorn the prior year while the lottery showed a 

$471,000 (2.1 % ) decrease in total lottery sales. 

Estimated total tax revenue to the State of North Dakota during the same fiscal year showed chatitable 
gambling organizations paying $10,270,000 which is $525,930 (4.9%) less in total taxes based on the new 3% 
bingo excise tax which replaced the 5% state sales tax on bingo·card sales. The lottery transfened $5.3 million 
to the state general fund, which was$ I million less than the previous year but did not include the $200,000 
transferred to a Compulsive Gambling Fund and $422,500 transfened to the Multi-Jurisdictional Drng Task 
Force Grant Fund. Following are charts detailing the last four fiscal years: . 

$.100,000,000 

$250,llllO,OOO 

S200,000,000 

$150,000.000 

SICl0,000,000 

~.000,000 

S· 

r . ' 
,} 

Gaming Gross Proceeds vs. Lottery Soles 
Noli· FY Mdod 613Q/08 dllta aro N"~ma-.:t amounts. 

- $261,4211,810 
$2611,l!il,424 • 

·, •:•-:•:· .. ,. 

$19.127.21» $22,:r.:>B,3!>:) 

FV o(>(lffl E/3:l/0S FY ~nded 6f3CIIOI! 

i>:!56,633,1119 

' ' 

522,941,454 

FY en<lld 6/30/07 

.\259,461,00( 

., 

$22.169,524 

N ar\ded6/3(]1()8 

Gaming Taxes vs. Lottery Transfers to General Fund 
Noto: Pl end6d 6130'08 data aro esb'hmtad nm-0un/s. 

S\2,000,000 t--~0"-<s,cc'·996~·'~"-· ------------

~ 511,151,163 

5Hl,OOO,UOO 

$4.000.000 ---------

S· 
FY en1@d 61:JOIC~ FY ,,n<le!l f\/20/00 FY et1d~d 613fl/07 FY end~d f,l:llVOfl 



Gaming Activitlj - Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2008 
.he amount of money wagered on charitable games of chance for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2008, was up 

by 2.9% or $7,400,242 when compared to the year ended June 30, 2007. The largest dollar increases were in 
pull tabs $3,561,165 or 4.2% and twenty-one with an increase of $2,170,811 or 2.9%, while bingo declined 

slightly by ($242,109) or a negative . 7%. Prize Boards had the largest percentage increase in the fiscal year 

ended June 30, 2008, with an increase of $325,487 or 34.4% when compared with the year ended June 30, 
2007. 

• 

Fiscal Year End June 30, 2008 

Gross Proceeds 

Bingo $33,119,959 

Raffles 4,094,132 

Pull Tabs 88,721,705 

Pull Tabs - Dispensing 53,476,742 

Club Specials, Tip, Seal & Prize 1,271,646 
Boards 

Punch Boards 16,441 

Sports Pools 115,132 

Twenty-One 77,014,739 

Calcuttas 144,326 

Paddle wheels 153,790 

Paddlewheels - with Table 4,904,799 

Poker 1,000,020 

Totals: $264,033,431 

Plus: Other (Cash Long/Interest/Poker) 

Less: ND Excise Tax 

Federal Excise Tax 

Bingo Excise Tax 

Total Adjusted Gross Proceeds 

Less: Gaming Tax 

Total Allowed Expenses 

Total Deductible Expenses 

Net Proceeds Earned 

Eligible Use Contributions 

Prizes 

$25,581,214 

1,672,120 

69,860,265 

41,362,599 

953,509 

12,497 

92,606 

64,778,841 

120,999 

79,414 

3,624,391 

798,469 

$208,936,924 

Adjusted Gross 
Proceeds 

$7,538,745 

2,422,012 

18,861,440 

12,114,143 

318,137 

3,944 

22,526 

12,235,898 

23,327 

74,376 

1,280,408 

201,551 

$55,096,507 

$59,722 

$6,181,651 

97,061 

963,793 

$47,913,724 

$3,273,863 

27,646,865 

$30,920,728 

$16,992,996 

$17,515,919 

• 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF 
HOUSE BILL NO. 1317 

HOUSE FINANCE AND TAX COMMITTEE 
JANUARY 21, 2009 

Chairperson Rep. W. Belter, House committee members, my name is Mark D Henze I am 
the CFO at the Plains Art Museum and I'm appearing before you here today as a lobbyist 
for my employer the Plains Art Museum to express our support for HB 1317. 

Plains Art Museum has been involved in North Dakota charitable gaming for the past 26 
years. The initial taxation of gaming started in 1989 with a portion of that tax being an 
excise tax of two percent. In 1993, that excise tax was raised to four and one half percent. 
For the year ended June 2008, the State of North Dakota received over nine million 
dollars in gaming taxes. This amount is in addition to the six million dollars generated by 
the state lottery. 

As a gaming organization, we anticipate that over 50 percent of our gaming r"evenue 
before tax will be paid to the state of North Dakota as gaming or excise tax for the year 
ending June 2009. We estimate the excise tax we pay to the state of North Dakota will be 
over 28 percent of our net income before taxes. 

Non profits are feeling the effects of our current economic situation, having to make 
similar staffing cuts and expense management decisions that many other businesses and 
organizations have had to make in recent months. The individuals, businesses, and 
foundations that we rely on for our operational support are feeling this economic stress, 
and are contributing less to programming. 

Without some tax relief for our gaming operations, even more programming will need to 
be cut for Plains Art Museum to survive. These cuts will include our educational and 
outreach efforts, programming and community events, and accepting new art work and 
exhibitions. As one of only 700 accredited Museums in the United States we are able to 
secure exhibitions that museums without accreditation may not be able to bring to North 
Dakota. Educators, parents, children, students, area professionals and community 
institutions all reap the benefits of the resources and experiences that we have to offer. 

Your support of HB 1317 can help Plains Art Museum and other North Dakota charitable 
organizations handle the economic pressures currently affecting non-profit organizations. 

Accordingly, I would urge a DO PASS recommendation for HB 1317 

Mark Henze 
CFO, Plains Art Museum 



• 
Testimony in Support of Engrossed House Bill 1317 

Senate Finance & Taxation Committee 

March 9, 2009 

Chainnan Cook, Senate Finance & Taxation Committee members, my name is 

Todd D. Kranda. I am an attorney with the Kelsch Law Firn1 in Mandan and I appear 

before you today as a lobbyist on behalf of the Charitable Gaming Association of North 

Dakota (CG AND) to express support for Engrossed House Bill I 317. 

Initially, I would like to provide you with some brief background information on 

CG AND which is a statewide association of charitable gaming organizations. CGAND 

has a diverse membership varying from clubs to small organizations in all regions of the 

state and represents about 70% of the charitable gaming in North Dakota. The mission of 

CGAND is to "Preserve gaming as a funding source for charitable purposes." Attached is 

a copy of the CGAND Membership List showing the different organizations across North 

Dakota that are members. 

Several individuals from CGAND and its member organizations are here this 

morning to testify in support of Engrossed HB 1317. However, before they do, I would 

like to briefly explain the change that is being requested in Engrossed HB 1317 and 

provide some additional infonnation. 

Initially, House Bill 1317, as introduced, would have completely eliminated the 

excise tax that is being applied to pull tabs and bingo cards. However, because the fiscal 

impact would have been in excess of$13M we amended the bill in the House Finance and 

Taxation Committee. Now, Engrossed HB 1317 simply reduces the excise tax on pull 



• 
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tabs from the current rate of 4.5% to 3% which results in a fiscal impact of$3.68M . 

Please remember that in addition to the excise tax there still remains the overall gaming 

tax that is imposed on gross proceeds of charitable gaming as provided for within 

subsection I of section 53-06.1-12 NDCC. That gaming tax rate remains at 5% on gross 

proceeds up to $250K, I 0% from $250K up to $400K, 15% from $400K up to $600K and 

20% on amounts above $600K. I have attached an outline that was prepared previously 

by Keith Lauer the Director of the North Dakota Attorney General Gaming Division 

showing the History on Gaming Taxes. 

There are numerous benefits from and worthy causes supported by charitable 

gaming. Engrossed HB 1317 will help assist and provide the needed financial support for 

the worthwhile programs, services and causes that are supported by charitable gaming. 

For your reference, I have included a handout with a Summary of Eligible Use 

Contributions for the 2008 Fiscal Year. This information was obtained from the ND 

Attorney General Gaming Division. 

In conclusion, on behalf of CG AND I ask for your favorable consideration of this 

legislation and in doing so, I also ask for your support of the local charities that would 

benefit from this legislation. As stated, others are here from the charitable gaming 

industry to testify and respond to any specific questions. However, I would be willing to 

try to answer any questions at this time. 

Please give Engrossed House Bill 1317 a favorable Do Pass recommendation . 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT TO 

HOUSE BILL NO. 1317 
FTNANCE AND TAXATON 

MARCH 9, 2009 

Chainnan, Finance & Tax Committee members, my name is Karen A. Breiner and I appear 

before you today as President of the Cha1itable Gaming Association ofN011h Dakota (CGAND) 

in suppo11 of HB 131 7. 

Initially, I would like to provide some background infonnation. Cha1itable gaming industry has 

been one of the highest taxed industries in North Dakota (ND). There are two types of taxes that 

charitable gaming organizations incur, excise tax, which is a tax imposed on the gross sales of 

pull tabs and bingo paper, and gaming tax which is a tax imposed 011 the revenue after prizes. In 

essence a charity can operate a gaming site and have a net loss, but the state will still receive 

both excise and gaming taxes. Fiscal year ended June 30, 2008 the state of North Dakota took in 

over six million dollars in excise tax and over 3 million in gaming tax resulting in total taxes 

transfc1TCd to the general fund from chaiitable gaming exceeding ten million dollars. HB 1317 

will only affect the excise tax which is the tax imposed on 'the gross sales of pull tabs with a 

fiscal impact of 3 .68 million per biennium or 1.84 million per year. 

In 1993, HB 1516 increased the tax on charitable gaming tickets from two percent (2%) to four 

and one-half percent (4 ½%)on the gross receipts of charitable gaming ticket sales. In 1993, the 

projected gross proceeds for cha1itablc gaming were 600 million dollars per year. The number of 

active gaming sites was 990. The number of licensed charitable gaming organizations was 349. 

Today the picture is quite different. In fiscal year ending June 30, 2008 the total gross proceeds 

from clrnritable gaming, according to the ND Gaming Update dated December 2008 (see 

attachment), was less than $300 million. The number of active gaming sites has dropped from 

990 to 949 (41 sites). The number of licensed chaiitable gaming organizations has dropped from 

34</ to 327 (22 charities). Cha,itable gaming is not the growing indushy that it once was. 

I have heard from several gaming managers that due to increasing expenses, especially the 

incrense in minimum wage ctml a recent incrcilse in pull tab prices, and the decrease in gaming 
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activity, that they will be making decisions soon to close even more gaming sites. This translates 

into reduce tax revenue for the slate as well as lost jobs. 

According to data from ND Gaming Update dated March 2008 (see attachment), for fiscal year 

ending June 30, 2007, four percent (4%) of charitable gross proceeds were taxes. In comparison, 

according to data from National Association of Fundraising Ticket Manufacturers (see 

attaclunent); on a national level only tlu·ee percent (3%) of charitable gaming proceeds go toward 

taxes and fees. Please note that North Dakota on average has higher taxes on chaiitable gaming 

activity, but ND is not in the "Top Ten" states for charitable gaming gross proceeds or net 

proceeds. ND charitable organization's net proceeds arc only six percent (6%) of all gross 

proceeds. Fiscal year ended June 30, 2008 the amount available for eligible use by charities was 

$17.5 million and the taxes paid to the State of North Dakota by charities were$ J 0.5 million. 

Many communities, small and large, depend on charitable gaming dollars to help with various 

charitable services and uses such as education, health care, mis, disadvantaged individuals, child 

care, alcohol addiction, and spmting activities. 

Without these charitable gaming dollars many pro1,,rnms, projects, and services would end. This 

tax reduction will help all charitable gaming operations offset their increasing expenses so 

charities can maintain the level of programming and services that they cmTently offer. 

In 1989 when the first excise tax was instituted, and then in 1993 when it was raised four and 

one-half percent (4 ½%),the charitable gaming industry was growing and vibrant. This is no 

longer the state of the charitable gaming industry. The cha1itable gaming industry needs help 

and needs it now. 

We respectfully request that you please support your local charities and that you give HB 13 17 a 

On Pass recommendation. 

Thank you for this opportunity lo testify before your committee, and I would be willing to try to 

answer any questions you may have. 
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January 30, 2009 

To Our Valued Customers, 

1113 MAIN AVENUE 
POST OFFICE BOX 564 
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 58107 
PHONE (701) 232-7755 

On January 1, 2009 Lien Games was notified by many of the 
factories of a pending price increase on Pull Tabs, .Jar Tickets and 
Bingo Paper. This increase is due to increasing costs of paper, 
transportation and other related costs with manufacturing. Lien 
Games was notified of this increase and was effective 
January 15, 2009. 

In the past Lien Games has been able to absorb many of these 
increases. The increases in cost of operation and the cost of 
product is forcing us to pass these increases along to you our 
valued customers. The increases will be the same as the increase 

I 
to Lien Games and will be effective February 15, 2009. '• 

Thank you for your understanding and continued support of Lien 
Games and the Charitable gaming industry. 

~

·nee ly., ~; 

, L2 /p-7-7 
Kn D. Lien 
Lien Games, Inc . 

Call Toll Free 1-800-342-77~',?;.. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF 
HOUSE BILL NO. 1317 

SENATE FINANCI~ AND TAX COMMITTEE 
MARCH 9, 2009 

Chairperson Sen. Dwight Cook, appropriations committee members, my name is Mark D 
Henze I am the CFO at the Plains Art Museum and I'm appearing before you here today 
as a lobbyist for my employer the Plains Art Museum lo express our suppmt for 1-1B 
1317. 

The Plains Art Museum has been involved in charitable gaming North Dakota for the past 
26 years. The initial taxation of gaming staited in 1989 with a portion of that tax being an 
excise tax of two percent. In 1993, that excise lax was raised to four and one half percent. 

As an organization we are forecasting that for the year ending June 30, 2009 our gaming 
operations will generate $420,000 of operating profit afler expenses and taxes to go to the . 
Museum for the purpose of suppo1ting programming. During this same time period we 
forecast paying over $515,000 in excise and gaming tax. Decreasing the excise tax on 
Pull Tabs from 4.5% to 3% will increase Net Museum suppmt from gaming by 
decreasing the excise tax $58,000. 

Non profits are feeling the effects of the current economic situation, having to make 
staffing cuts that many other businesses and organizations have had to make in recent 
months. The individuals, businesses, and foundations that we rely on for our operational 
support are feeling this economic stress, and are contributing less to programming. 

Without some tax relief for our operations, even more programming will need to be cut in 
order for the Plains Art Museum to survive. These cuts will include our educational and 
outreach effo1ts, programming and community events. As one of only 700 accredited 
Museums in the United States we are able to secure exhibitions that museums without 
accreditation may not be able to bring to our state. Educators, parents, students, 
professionals and community institutions all reap the benefits of these resources and 
experiences. Without adequate funding we may not be able to meet the high standards 
required to retain our accreditation by the American Association of Museums. 

Your suppo,t of HB 1317 can help Plains Art Museum and other North Dakota charitable 
organizations handle the economic pressures affecting at! non-profit organizations and 
ultimately impacting the communities we serve. 

Accordingly, l would urge a DO PASS recommendation for Hl3 1317 

Mark Henze 
CFO, Plains A,t Museum 



• HB 1317 

Ken Karls, Cystic Fibrosis Association ND 
March 9, 2009 

I represent the Cystic Fibrosis Association of North Dakota (CF A). The association 
receives a portion of its income from charitable gaming. I would like to offer a simplified 
explanation of the present tax to support my rationale that some tax relief is justified in 
this case. 

If CFA sells 100 pull tabs ($100), it is presently taxed $4,50 on those sales (Excise Tax). 
By itself, that doesn't seem too extreme, but that is taking it out of context. $80 of that 
$100 sale walks out the door each time the sale is made because the pull tab games are 
set to payout approximately 77-80%. 

That means that the $4.50 tax actually applies to the remaining $20 CFA receives 
(Adjusted Gross Proceeds). That leaves CFA with $15.50 before any expenses. CFA is 
then taxed on the remaining $15.50 on a graduated scale of 5-20% depending on the 
amount of quarterly adjusted gross proceeds (Gaming Tax). At 15%, CFA would pay 
another $1.83 in gaming tax on that $15.50, leaving the association with $13.17 before 
expenses. (I have not considered allowable expenses in this example, which would also 

• affect the final amount of Gaming Tax.) 

When you figure tax rate on that original $20 CF A received, you find that it is 
31.65%. That is a very high rate given any measure of North Dakota taxation when 
compared to any other segment of economic activity in the state. 

Granted, CF A does not pay the excise tax on blackjack proceeds, but it does still pay the 
graduated 5-20% gaming tax on it. It would also pay the graduated gaming tax on any 
money it recouped from an excise tax reduction on pull tabs. As an aside, CF A also pays 
excise tax on the sale of bingo cards, which has not been considered in this discussion. 

These tax dollars paid by CFA would otherwise be spent helping young North Dakotans 
born with a fatal disease. The out-of-pocket medical costs paid by families who have a 
member or members with cystic fibrosis are extensive. Many young people with cystic 
fibrosis reach a$ I million insurance limit by the time they tum 21. They would reach it 
earlier except for the large deductibles and co-pays that in tum cause extreme hardship. 
That's where CFA steps in to help. We help them with costs of medications, therapeutic 
equipment and lung transplants. We also offer a scholarship program and support groups. 
Please help us to help them. 

Thank you. I am willing to answer any questions you may have. 

Ken Karls 
Cystic Fibrosis Association of North Dakota 
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March 2009 

Gaming Gross Proceeds vs. Lottery Sales & ND Racing Wagers 
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March 2009 

Gaming Taxes vs. Lottery & Racing Transfers to General Fund 
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-06.1-12. Gaming and excise taxes - Exception - Deposits and allocations. 
) 1. A gaming tax is imposed on the total adjusted gross proceeds earned by a 
· licensed organization in a quarter and it must be computed and paid to the 

attorney general on a quarterly basis on the tax return. This tax must be 
paid from adjusted gross proceeds and is not part of the allowable 
expenses. The tax rates are: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

a. On adjusted gross proceeds not exceeding two hundred thousand 

b. 

c. 

d. 

dollars, a tax of five percent. 
On adjusted gross proceeds exceeding two hundred thousand dollars 
but not exceeding four hundred thousand dollars, a tax of ten percent. 
On adjusted gross proceeds exceeding four hundred thousand dollars 
but not exceeding six hundred thousand dollars, a tax of fifteen 
percent. 
On adjusted gross proceeds exceeding six hundred thousand dollars, 
a tax of twenty percent. 

Except as provided in subsection 3, in addition to any other tax provided by 
law and in place of sales or use taxes, there is imposed an excise tax of four 
and one-half percent on the gross proceeds from the sale at retail of pull 
tabs and three percent on the gross proceeds from the sale at retail of bingo 
cards to final users. This includes pull tabs or bingo cards provided to a 
player in exchange for redeemed winning pull tabs or bingo cards. The tax 
must be paid to the attorney general when tax returns are filed. 
For organizations whose gross proceeds of pull tabs do not exceed four 
thousand dollars per calendar quarter, no excise tax may be imposed on the 
gross proceeds from the sale at retail of pull tabs to final users. 
Except as provided in subsection 5, the state treasurer shall deposit gaming 
and excise taxes, monetary fines, and interest and penalties collected in the 
general fund in the state treasury. 
The state treasurer shall deposit three percent of the total taxes, less 
refunds, collected under this section into a gaming and excise tax allocation 
fund. Pursuant to legislative appropriation, moneys in the fund must be 
distributed quarterly to cities and counties in proportion to the taxes collected 
under this section from licensed organizations conducting games within 
each city, for sites within city limits, or within each county, for sites outside 
city limits. If a city or county allocation under this subsection is less than two 
hundred dollars, that city or county is not entitled to receive a payment for 
the quarter and the undistributed amount must be included in the total 
amount to be distributed to other cities and counties for the quarter. 



OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL 

LOCAL GAMING ENFORCEMENT GRANTS 

2003 - 2005 biennium 
Cumulative .,) Tax Due & Refund Period Abstract Limit 

Amount 
Over/(Under) 

Limit 
July 1 - September 30, 2003 73,710 77,125 (3,415) 
October 1 - December 31, 2003 71,284 77,125 (9,256) 
January 1 - March 31, 2004 74,812 77,125 (11,569) 
April 1 - June 30, 2004 76,735 77,125 (11,959) 
July 1 - September 30, 2004 73,488 77,125 (15,596) 
October 1 - December 31, 2004 71,400 77,125 (21,321) 
January 1 - March 31, 2005 71,997 77,125 (26,449) 
April 1 - June 30, 2005 75,329 77,125 (28,245) 

588,755 617,000 (28,245) 

2005 -2007 biennium 
Cumulative 

Tax Due & Refund Period Abstract Limit 
Amount 

Over/(Under) 
Limit 

July 1 - September 30, 2005 73,565 77,125 (3,560) 
October 1 - December 31, 2005 68,356 77,125 (12,329) 
January 1 - March 31, 2006 68,256 77,125 (21,198) 

• April 1 - June 30, 2006 72,287 77,125 (26,036) 
\ July 1 - September 30, 2006 58,528 77,125 (44,633) 
/ October 1 - December 31, 2006 68,487 77,125 (53,271) 

January 1 - March 31, 2007 66,808 77,125 (63,588) 
April 1 - June 30, 2007 71,899 77,125 (68,814) 

548,186 617,000 (68,814) 

2007 - 2009 biennium 
Cumulative 

Tax Due & Refund Period Abstract Limit 
Amount 

Over/(Under) 
Limit 

July 1 - September 30, 2007 65,927 77,125 (11,198) 
October 1 - December 31, 2007 65,314 77,125 (23,009) 
January 1 - March 31, 2008 76,664 77,125 (23,470) 
April 1 - June 30, 2008 81,990 77,125 (18,605) 
July 1 - September 30, 2008 82,111 77,125 (13,619) 
October 1 - December 31, 2008 77,338 77,125 (13,406) 
January 1 - March 31, 2009 0 77,125 (90,531) 
April 1 - June 30, 2009 0 77,125 (167,656) 

~ 449,344 617,000 (167,656) 
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Office of Attorney General 
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Testimony in Support of Engrossed House Bill 1317 

Senate Appropriations Committee 

March 18, 2009 

Chainnan Holmberg, Senate Appropriations Committee members, my name is 

Todd D. Kranda. I am an attorney with the Kelsch Law Finn in Mandan and I appear 

before you today as a lobbyist on behalf of the Charitable Gaming Association of North 

Dakota (CGAND) to express support for Engrossed House Bill 1317. 

Initially, I would like to provide you with some brief background information on 

CG AND which is a statewide association of charitable gaming organizations. CG AND 

has a diverse membership varying from clubs to small organizations in all regions of the 

I 

state and represents about 70% of the charitable gaming in North Dakota. The mission of 

CGAN D is to "Preserve gaming as a funding source for charitable purposes." Attached is 

a copy of the CGAND Membership List showing the different organizations across North 

Dakota that are members. 

Several individuals from CGAND and its member organizations are here this 

morning to testify in support of Engrossed HB 1317. However, before they do, I would 

like to briefly explain the change that is being requested in Engrossed HB 1317 and 

provide some additional information. 

Initially, House Bill 1317, as introduced, would have completely eliminated the 

excise tax that is being applied to pull tabs and bingo cards. However, because the fiscal 

impact would have been in excess of $13 M we amended the bill in the House Finance 

and Taxation Committee. As amended by the House, HB 1317 reduced the excise tax on 

pull tabs from the current rate of 4.5% to 3% which resulted in a fiscal impact of $3.68M. 

Now, after the recent amendment from the Senate Finance and Taxation Committee, the 



excise tax on pull tabs was further reduced to 2% which results in a fiscal impact of 

$6. l 7M. The 2% rate was the excise tax rate in 1993 before it was increased to the 4.5% 

rate that exists today in order to provide additional tax revenues for the State. 

Please remember that in addition to the excise tax there still remains the overall 

gaming tax that is imposed on gross proceeds of charitable gaming as is provided for 

within subsection I of section 53-06.1-12 NDCC. That gaming tax rate remains at 5% on 

gross proceeds up to $250K, 10% from $250K up to $400K, 15% from $400K up to 

$600K and 20% on amounts above $600K. I have attached an outline that was prepared 

previously by Keith Lauer the Director of the North Dakota Attorney General Gaming 

Division showing the History on Gaming Taxes. 

There are numerous benefits from and worthy causes supported by charitable 

- gaming. Engrossed HB 13 17 will help assist and provide the needed financial support for 

the worthwhile programs, services and causes that are supported by charitable gaming. 

For your reference, I have included a handout with a Summary of Eligible Use 

Contributions for the 2008 Fiscal Year. This information was obtained from the ND 

Attorney General Gaming Division. 

• 

In conclusion, on behalf of CG AND I ask for your favorable consideration of this 

legislation and in doing so, I also ask for your support of the local charities that would 

benefit from this legislation. As stated, others are here from the charitable gaming 

industry to testify and respond to any specific questions. However, 1 would be willing to 

try to answer any questions at this time . 

Please give Engrossed House Bill 1317 a favorable Do Pass recommendation. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF 
HOUSE BILL NO. 1317 

SENATE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE 
MARCH 18, 2009 

Chairman Sen. Ray Holmberg, appropriations committee members, my name is Mark 
Henze and I'm appearing before you here today as a lobbyist for the Plains Art Museum 
to express our support for HB 13 1 7. 

The Plains Art Museum has been involved in charitable gaming North Dakota for the past 
26 years. The initial taxation of gaming started in 1989 with a portion of that tax being an 
excise tax of two percent. In 1993, that excise tax was raised to four and one half percent. 

As an organization we are forecasting that for the year ending June 30, 2009 our gaming 
operations will generate $420,000 of operating profit after expenses and taxes to go to the 
Museum for the purpose of supporting programming. During this same time period we 
forecast paying over $515,000 in excise and gaming tax. Decreasing the excise tax will 
increase Net Museum support from gaming and allow us to continue programming for 
the communities in North Dakota we serve. 

Non profits are feeling the effects of our current economic situation, having to make the 
same staffing cuts that other businesses and organizations have had to make. The 
individuals, businesses, and foundations that we rely on for our operational support are 
feeling this economic stress, and are contributing less to programming. 

Without tax relief for our gaming operation, even more programming will need to be cut 
in order for the Plains Art Museum to survive. These cuts will include our educational 
and outreach efforts, programming and community events. 

Your support of HB 1317 can help Plains Art Museum and other North Dakota charitable 
organizations handle the economic pressures affecting all non-profit organizations and 
ultimately impacting the communities we serve. 

Accordingly, I would urge a DO PASS recommendation for HB 1317 

Mark Henze 
CFO, Plains Art Museum 


